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 1 P R O C E E D I N G 

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'd like to open the

 3 hearing today in the continued proceedings in Doc ket DW

 4 10-141, which, in turn, incorporated three other Lakes

 5 Region dockets.  And, this is Day 4 of the procee dings.

 6 So, let's begin with appearances please.

 7 MR. RICHARDSON:  Good morning,

 8 Commissioners.  Justin Richardson, Upton & Hatfie ld, here

 9 on behalf of Lakes Region Water Company.  With me  here

10 today I have Tom Mason, President; Steve St. Cyr,  the

11 Company's rate consultant; as well as Jake Dawson , one of

12 its certified operators.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.

14 MR. PATCH:  Good morning.  Doug Patch,

15 from Orr & Reno, on behalf of Suissevale.  And, w ith me

16 this morning is John Skelton, the President of th e

17 Homeowners Association.  

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.

19 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Hi.  Good morning.

20 Rorie Hollenberg, Stephen Eckberg, and Donna McFa rland,

21 here for the Office of Consumer Advocate.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.

23 MS. THUNBERG:  Good morning,

24 Commissioners.  Marcia Thunberg, on behalf of Sta ff
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 1 Advocate Mark Naylor, who's already in the witnes s box.

 2 Thank you.

 3 MR. SPEIDEL:  Good morning,

 4 Commissioners.  Alexander Speidel, on behalf of S taff,

 5 Jayson Laflamme, Jim Lenihan, and Doug Brogan.

 6 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning,

 7 everyone.  So, we see, Mr. Naylor, you're ready t o go.

 8 Are there any procedural matters, before we begin  with Mr.

 9 Naylor's testimony?

10 MR. RICHARDSON:  I'll just note that the

11 Company sent out electronically, and I have with me today,

12 responses to data requests -- or, excuse me, Reco rd

13 Requests 3 and 4.  I can hand those to the Commis sioners

14 now, if you'd like?

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That would be great.

16 They weren't in our box this morning, I know.  So , if you

17 have them, extra copies, that would be ideal.

18 MS. THUNBERG:  Chairman Ignatius, with

19 respect to Record Request Number 4, Staff does ha ve a

20 clarification to ask.  Because the record request  states

21 that they cannot locate the document that was req uested, I

22 would like to know whether this is going to be

23 supplemented and by when it will be allowed to be

24 supplemented?  Thank you.
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 1 MR. RICHARDSON:  The Company located the

 2 document at about 4:07 yesterday.  And, so, we ha d -- we

 3 had the response ready to file, and then we sudde nly had

 4 the document in hand, having essentially explaine d to the

 5 Commission what we had done to try and find it, w hat the

 6 document meant.  So, we just put a note in the re sponse

 7 that you'll see that has -- that indicates that t here's an

 8 update; the document was found, the time it was f ound, and

 9 we included it.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, when will the

11 actual document itself be circulated?

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  I have it.  I have it

13 right here with the response.  It was just that t he

14 timing, you know, we were just about to give up, figuring

15 we wouldn't be able to provide it, and then it wa s found.

16 So, --

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  So, can

18 we file only the updated Number 4, rather than do  it in

19 two steps?

20 MR. RICHARDSON:  I have it all as one

21 package that's stapled.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Okay.

23 MR. RICHARDSON:  And, actually, 3 and 4

24 together.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.

 2 (Attorney Richardson distributing 

 3 documents.) 

 4 MS. THUNBERG:  Chairman Ignatius?

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Yes.

 6 MS. THUNBERG:  Staff Advocate still has

 7 another question.  Because --

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Before we move on,

 9 is it relating to Number 4?

10 MS. THUNBERG:  This is, again, another

11 question regarding Record Request Number 4, a cop y of

12 which you were provided.  And, I've had Attorney

13 Richardson confirm that what was emailed to Staff  and the

14 parties yesterday is what was presented to you.  And, the

15 record request requests a letter between Mr. Maso n, Sr.,

16 and the Water Company.  And, I just want to get s ome

17 clarification, how this January 30th, 2009 letter  from

18 Barbara Mason relates to that?

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think that's a

20 good question.  I guess, let's take it one step a t a time,

21 though.  Record Request Number 3 is a stand-alone ,

22 separate, there's no updates or additional pieces  to it,

23 correct?

24 MR. RICHARDSON:  That's correct.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, let's just log

 2 that in, Number 3, as a separate request response .  Then,

 3 Number 4 has numerous attachments to it.  And, fl ipping

 4 through, is the last page, the handwritten page f rom

 5 Mrs. Mason, the response to the question "what's the

 6 authority for use of the Mount Roberts test water s for the

 7 Lakes Region customers?"

 8 MR. RICHARDSON:  That's correct.  The

 9 letter that Tom Mason referred to in his testimon y is the

10 last page of Record Request 4.  And, just for the

11 Commissioners' understanding, as we were going th rough

12 trying to locate it, and preparing to explain or apologize

13 for being unable to find it, we went through the process.

14 And, in evaluating what was done before the Plann ing

15 Board, it was eventually realized that that's whe re the

16 letter might have been produced, because the Plan ning

17 Board regulations required the owner give permiss ion, you

18 know, to the applicant for the change in use.  An d that,

19 as it turns out, is where the letter was located.

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, the Planning

21 Board in the Town of Moultonborough was reviewing  it, and

22 that's why the letter is written to the Town of

23 Moultonborough?

24 MR. RICHARDSON:  That's right.  The use
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 1 of the property as a well field required both sit e plan

 2 approval and a special exception from the Plannin g Board.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, "Balmoral Water

 4 System", help me again, does that also include th e

 5 Suissevale units?

 6 MR. RICHARDSON:  Balmoral is owned by --

 7 the water system is owned by Lakes Region Water C ompany.

 8 And, Suissevale is served off of that system as a

 9 wholesale customer, and Suissevale owns its own w ater

10 system.  So, when people refer to "Paradise Shore s", it

11 often refers to both Balmoral and Suissevale.  Bu t this

12 was -- and the Mount Roberts' property was servin g both

13 the wholesale customer and Balmoral.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Yes, Mr. Harrington.

15 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  I notice it

16 says at the very end here "on a temporary basis",  but

17 there's no date.  Is it intended to be an open-en ded

18 commitment, "temporary, as long as it's not resci nded", or

19 is there some agreement with the Town of Moultonb orough

20 that it was "temporary" meant some period of time ?

21 MR. RICHARDSON:  Are you referring to --

22 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  I'm referring to the

23 letter on the very last page, the handwritten let ter

24 signed by Barbara Mason.  The January 30th, 2009,  letter,
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 1 the very last sentence, "on a temporary basis".

 2 MR. RICHARDSON:  I assume that would be

 3 until -- well, first, I don't actually know the a nswer to

 4 your question.  But, reading it, I'm assuming tha t that

 5 refers to "as long as it's put to that use".  Or,  the

 6 other way of looking at it is, is that the partie s were

 7 obviously contemplating that they would come befo re the

 8 PUC and seek to include this in rates, at which p oint the

 9 Company would have to acquire it.

10 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  I guess my

11 question is then, and there seems to be a lot of

12 information here with the Zoning Board.  Was ther e any

13 time set on the Zoning Board's approval that says  "you can

14 use this for so long", two years, three years, wh atever,

15 or is it just, "as long as you want to keep using  it, you

16 can"?

17 MR. RICHARDSON:  No.  No.  The Zoning

18 Board minutes approving the project are attached,  as is

19 the decision of the Planning Board issuing the si te plan

20 approval.

21 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  There is no end date

22 to the permit?

23 MR. RICHARDSON:  No.

24 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  Thank you.
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 1 MR. RICHARDSON:  No.  The DES permits

 2 are the ones that are temporary in nature.  And, you know,

 3 the Company is moving towards getting a Small Pro duction

 4 Well Permit for those.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Patch, did you

 6 have any comments on Record Request 3 or 4?

 7 MR. PATCH:  Well, I think the question

 8 from the Chair about what Balmoral is is helpful,  because,

 9 if you look at that letter, it only refers to the  "for the

10 Balmoral Water System".  That's somewhat ambiguou s.  I

11 mean, it doesn't say "for Paradise Shores", it do esn't say

12 "to include Suissevale".  But I just point that o ut.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  But would you agree

14 with Mr. Richardson's description of that Balmora l

15 includes -- can be read to include Suissevale and  --

16 MR. PATCH:  Well, I mean, it's pretty

17 hard to say what Barbara Mason intended when she wrote

18 that letter.  I mean, she's not here to testify t o it.

19 But, as I think has come out during the course of  this

20 hearing, and I don't disagree with what Mr. Richa rdson

21 said.  Balmoral is generally regarded as being se parate,

22 and then Suissevale, and then altogether it's Par adise

23 Shores.  I mean, that's the way we talk about it.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Do you have any
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 1 objection to the admission of Record Request 4?

 2 MR. PATCH:  I mean, with that

 3 understanding, that she's not here to testify, an d we

 4 don't know exactly what she meant.  I mean, you k now,

 5 clearly, the Commission can give it the weight th ey deem

 6 appropriate.  So, we don't have an objection.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Okay.  Thank you.

 8 Does OCA have a concern about Record Request Numb er 4 or

 9 either of the Staff attorneys?

10 MS. THUNBERG:  The Staff Advocate has no

11 other comments on this record request.  Thank you .

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.

13 Mr. Speidel, any objection to that?

14 MR. SPEIDEL:  I have no objection.  But,

15 as this proceeding continues, I would recommend t hat we be

16 careful to at least enter into the record orally some

17 chain of authentication for dated documents such as this.

18 There might be a moment at which the Commissioner s find it

19 appropriate or one of the attorneys find it appro priate to

20 discuss briefly the providence of specific docume nts

21 entered into the record.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Always a good bit of

23 advice.  Thank you.

24 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Madam Chair?  
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Yes.

 2 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Sorry I didn't respond

 3 to you earlier.  

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  No problem.

 5 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I was just consulting

 6 with my colleague here.  We don't take any positi on

 7 specifically on the record request.  I guess only  just

 8 noting that the Commission has the discretion to give it

 9 the weight that it deems appropriate.  Thank you.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, that's true.

11 But, I guess what I'm wondering is, do you find r easons to

12 not give it much weight?

13 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Well, we received --

14 it's hard to give -- we haven't had a lot of time  to look

15 at it, we haven't had an opportunity to ask any q uestions

16 about it.  You know, the witness or the person sp onsoring

17 one of the documents isn't available.  So, I don' t

18 necessarily view it as something that I would giv e a lot

19 of weight, in terms of my presentation to the Com mission

20 of the OCA's position.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank

22 you.  All right.  Well, let's include it in the r ecord,

23 and we will consider it at the close of the proce edings.

24 Shall we move toward then with
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 1 Mr. Naylor?

 2 MS. THUNBERG:  Has Mr. Naylor been

 3 already sworn?  Thank you.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Steve, can you do

 5 that?

 6 (Whereupon Mark A. Naylor was duly sworn 

 7 by the Court Reporter.) 

 8 MARK A. NAYLOR, SWORN 

 9  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

10 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

11 Q. Mr. Naylor, could you please state your name an d

12 position with the Commission for the record.

13 A. My name is Mark Naylor, N-a-y-l-o-r.  And, I am  the

14 Director of the Gas & Water Division here at the PUC.

15 Q. Can you describe more specifically what your

16 responsibilities are in that position?

17 A. As Director of the Gas & Water Division, I am

18 responsible for all of the Staff work in the Gas/ Water

19 Division.  I also oversee the Audit Division.  An d,

20 participate, on a day-to-day basis, primarily in the

21 water and sewer dockets that come before the

22 Commission.

23 Q. Can you please describe what you consider to be  your

24 area of expertise?
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 1 A. Yes.  I have an accounting background.

 2 Q. And, do you use that area of expertise in the j ob

 3 responsibilities that you just described?

 4 A. Yes, I do.

 5 Q. And, do you consider your testimony, your prefi led

 6 testimony and your testimony today to be within t hat

 7 area of expertise?

 8 A. Yes, I do.

 9 Q. Have you -- can you please describe your specif ic

10 involvement with this docket, or the four dockets  that

11 have been consolidated for this hearing?

12 A. I've been involved in reviewing all of the matt ers in

13 these four dockets that are before the Commission

14 today.  Particularly, the Docket DW 07-105, was o pened

15 at the request of Staff in 2007.  I have reviewed  all

16 of the materials that have been generated, includ ing

17 the Company's rate filing in the rate case;

18 participated in discovery; I have participated in  the

19 quarterly monitoring meetings that are part of th e

20 record in 07-105; and, ultimately, filed testimon y in

21 October of 2011.

22 Q. And, I'd like to have you identify a document a nd

23 confirm whether this is the prefiled testimony yo u

24 filed in the 07-105 docket?
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 1 A. Yes, it is.

 2 Q. What is the date of that document, Mr. Naylor?

 3 A. October 14th, 2011.

 4 Q. And, Mr. Naylor, is it fair to say that you cre ated

 5 this testimony under your direct supervision and

 6 control?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. Are there any corrections that you are aware of  that

 9 need to be made to this document?

10 A. No.

11 Q. And, can you please briefly summarize what you relied

12 on in making the recommendations that you set for th in

13 your testimony?

14 MR. RICHARDSON:  May I ask the Chair, is

15 it -- I understood it's customary to have the wit ness

16 simply adopt their testimony, not -- I mean, obvi ously, if

17 there are changes or updates, that's typically al lowed.

18 But, I'm curious, I mean, why we're doing or appe ar to be

19 heading towards a direct presentation?

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think that's a

21 fair question.  Ms. Thunberg?

22 MS. THUNBERG:  I was just laying some

23 more foundation as to the context of the testimon y.  It's

24 from October, and was going to merely point out t hat it
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 1 does not cover any issues that were subsequently raised in

 2 the Company's reply testimony.  We weren't going to get

 3 into any rebuttal on the reply, but just wanted t o lay out

 4 that scope.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, if you can do

 6 it in a matter of a question or two, that's fine,  as just

 7 a summary.  But, really, that's all.

 8 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.  And, that's the

 9 last question I have for the witness.  

10 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

11 Q. Do you recall the question or --

12 A. Yes, I do.  You asked me what I relied on in

13 formulating the testimony that I provided.  And t hat,

14 the answer to that would be, essentially, all of the

15 materials that have been generated in 07-105, as well

16 as the other dockets that are pending before the

17 Commission.  The discussions that we have had wit h the

18 Company and the other parties in the monitoring

19 meetings.  As well as my own experience with the

20 Company, going back a number of years.

21 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.  The witness

22 is available for cross.

23 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, before you

24 move on, are you -- are you marking for identific ation any
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 1 of Mr. Naylor's testimony.

 2 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you for that, my

 3 oversight.  Yes.  I request that that be marked " Staff

 4 Advocate 11", I believe is the next number.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 6 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Marked for

 8 identification.

 9 (The document, as described, was 

10 herewith marked as Exhibit Staff 

11 Advocate 11 for identification.) 

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think the order to

13 do these, and we're doing it slightly differently  in this

14 case, would be Mr. Patch, Ms. Hollenberg, Mr. Ric hardson,

15 and then Mr. Speidel.  All right?  Mr. Patch.

16 MR. PATCH:  Yes.  Good morning, Mr.

17 Naylor.  

18 WITNESS NAYLOR:  Good morning.

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

20 BY MR. PATCH: 

21 Q. I'm going to direct your attention to Page 3 of  your

22 testimony, where I believe you indicate that "Lak es

23 Region's capital needs going forward [are] in exc ess of

24 $1 million", do you see that?
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 1 A. Yes, I do.

 2 Q. Does that include the development of Mount Robe rts?

 3 A. I do not believe that includes the development of

 4 additional supply for the Paradise Shores/Suissev ale

 5 combined system.

 6 Q. And, I mean, I think it's been referred to a nu mber of

 7 times in this proceeding, but is your understandi ng

 8 that what they originally sought at least was

 9 approximately $1.5 million for that capital need?

10 A. Yes.  As I recall, the Company's original filin g

11 requested approval of a step adjustment for wells  and

12 land and other assets that carried a total value or

13 requested value of about $1.5 million.

14 Q. And, do you know what the Company's total capit al

15 assets are, you know, at this point in time, I gu ess,

16 before any additional 1 million or one and a half

17 million on top of that would be added to it?

18 A. I would have to locate some documents.

19 Q. Do you have a ballpark figure in your head?

20 A. It seems to me, the Company's rate base is some where in

21 the two and a half million dollar range.  I'm kin d of

22 reaching for that number, but --

23 Q. Okay.  And, perhaps Mr. Laflamme can provide th at when

24 he testifies.  On Page 4 of your prefiled testimo ny,
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 1 you say that one of the factors contributing to t he

 2 Company's poor financial condition is that it "is  not

 3 structured to request and receive timely rate rel ief

 4 for capital projects."  Is that correct?

 5 A. Yes.

 6 Q. And, you also say that the Company "has never e ngaged

 7 in a comprehensive planning process", is that cor rect?

 8 A. Yes, it is.

 9 Q. And, with regard to Mount Roberts, do you know if the

10 Company ever planned for the development of

11 supplemental sources, like Mount Roberts?  Did it

12 evaluate alternatives?

13 A. I'm not sure.  I don't recall any.  As far as t hese

14 proceedings are concerned, the Company, as you re call,

15 dropped its request for a step adjustment related  to

16 Mount Roberts.  So, I have not focused on those i ssues

17 all that much.

18 Q. Do you ever recall seeing any document that sug gested

19 that they had planned for Mount Roberts or for

20 supplemental sources within the Paradise Shores s ystem?

21 A. I don't recall any.  But I'm not sure as exactl y what

22 the details are of that going back a number of ye ars.

23 Q. On Page 5, you say that the Company "no longer has the

24 capability of obtaining capital", so that it can
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 1 "provide safe and adequate service".  Is that cor rect?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. And, you recommend on that same page, and this is Line

 4 17, I believe, "that the Company seek a qualified  buyer

 5 and sell its assets."  Is that correct?

 6 A. Yes.

 7 Q. And, if the Company were to do this, either of its own

 8 volition or upon the direction of the Commission,  what

 9 process do you think should be followed?  Have yo u

10 thought about that?  Do you have some suggestions  about

11 how that should be done?

12 A. Yes.  I've given that some thought.  I think th at -- I

13 think it's a relatively simple matter for the Com pany

14 to put together some kind of document that would

15 provide information on all of its systems, that i t

16 could circulate to utilities in the northeast Uni ted

17 States, perhaps, or perhaps across the country.  But a

18 document which would give the information that

19 potential buyers would be interested in, such as the

20 location of the systems, size and age and current

21 status of the systems, the percentage of seasonal

22 customers, whether the systems' metered, informat ion on

23 the Company's status with the Department of

24 Environmental Services, can include documents, su ch as
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 1 recent sanitary surveys from DES, copies of its c urrent

 2 tariff, its annual report, that kind of thing.  S o, I

 3 think -- I think that kind of a document could be  put

 4 together fairly easily.

 5 Q. And, then, the process from there, after the do cument

 6 would be put together and distributed to potentia l

 7 interested parties, would that process be oversee n by

 8 the Commission, Commission Staff, an outside expe rt?

 9 Do you have any thoughts about that?

10 A. No.  I haven't really, you know, taken the next  steps

11 for considering those kinds of details.  I think,  if

12 the Commission were to accept my recommendation, I

13 would certainly expect that the Commission would

14 provide substantial details and direction to the

15 Company with respect to those matters.  But I wou ld

16 certainly expect that the Commission would have s ome

17 involvement in it, to some degree.

18 Q. Have any suggestion on timeframes?  Do you thin k it

19 ought to be done within a particular period of ti me?

20 A. Well, I haven't -- I haven't provided any

21 recommendations along those lines.  But I think t he

22 issues that are most important here are the fact that

23 the Company, as I think the testimony so far in t hese

24 hearings has shown, is the Company is in very dir e
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 1 financial circumstances.  And, so, my recommendat ion is

 2 that the Company be directed to move forward with

 3 seeking a buyer for its assets.  So...

 4 Q. And, given your use of the word "dire", it soun ds like

 5 you think that ought to be done fairly soon, is t hat

 6 fair?

 7 A. Yes.

 8 Q. Do you know of any precedent that the Commissio n could

 9 look to with regard to a process like this?  Or, is

10 this -- would this be kind of an unprecedented

11 approach?

12 A. Well, particularly with smaller utilities, the

13 Commission has had experience, and I have had

14 experience on the Staff in dealing with small wat er

15 companies that have had substantial financial

16 difficulties and so forth.  But I think this woul d

17 probably be something pretty unique, at least in my

18 experience.

19 Q. You've been here for the entire proceeding, is that

20 correct?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. And, do you recall the testimony about the unac counted

23 for water in the Paradise Shores system?

24 A. Yes, I do.
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 1 Q. And, do you recall the testimony about how expe nsive

 2 Mount Roberts and the water main that would be ne eded

 3 to bring water to POASI would be?

 4 A. I do recall testimony on that issue.  I don't, right as

 5 I sit here, recall the specifics of the dollar am ounts,

 6 but --

 7 Q. I mean, you had already testified, I think, tha t you

 8 believed that at least the original proposal was for

 9 Mount Roberts, from the Company, was that Mount R oberts

10 would cost about $1.5 million?  

11 A. Yes.  The 1.5 million, as I recall, is for the project

12 in total, as proposed.  It included a value for t he

13 Mount Roberts land, development of wells, and the  other

14 assets that would be necessary to put those wells  into

15 service.

16 Q. And, do you recall Mr. Skelton's testimony abou t the

17 fact that he understands the water main would cos t

18 about $700,000 in addition to that, and that the entire

19 expense would really be -- have to be borne by

20 Suissevale, not by Balmoral and Suissevale, becau se

21 that water main would only be used to bring water  to

22 Suissevale.  Do you recall that testimony?

23 A. I do recall that testimony, yes.

24 Q. And, you've -- you're familiar with the fact th at POASI
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 1 is looking at alternatives?  You've heard Mr. Ske lton

 2 testify to that, and you've seen the prefiled tes timony

 3 and so forth, correct?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. And, do you have some sense of what percentage of the

 6 revenues that Lakes Region obtains come from POAS I?

 7 A. Yes.  I'd kind of be guessing.  I believe it's -- I

 8 believe the revenues that POASI contributes to th e

 9 Company is somewhere around $150,000 annually.

10 Q. And, the total revenues the Company obtains is

11 approximately?

12 A. I believe about a million dollars, maybe just a  little

13 more than a million.

14 Q. And, just do you recall that I believe there's some

15 testimony in the record that suggests that some o f the

16 -- just so that we're accurate, I think, in recen t

17 years, what Suissevale has paid to Lakes Region i s more

18 in the range of 125 to $130,000 a year.  It's

19 fluctuated some over the years.  Does that refres h your

20 memory at all?

21 A. Yes, it does.

22 Q. So, we're talking, you know, somewhere in the r ange of

23 13 to 15 percent, perhaps, of the overall revenue s of

24 the Company?
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 1 A. That sounds fair.

 2 Q. Do you have any sense of a company that's looki ng to

 3 purchase Lakes Region, how they would view Mount

 4 Roberts?  You know, and whether that would be an

 5 appropriate project to proceed with?  Especially given

 6 the fact that Suissevale is in the process of loo king

 7 at alternatives.  Do you have any sense of that?

 8 A. Any sense of how a potential buyer would view t hat

 9 contingency?

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. Well, it's certainly something that I think wou ld have

12 to factor into their overall evaluation.  There a re 17

13 different systems, water systems owned by this co mpany.

14 They each have their own set of circumstances.  T he

15 Company has a number of systems that are unmetere d.

16 The Company has a fairly substantial percentage o f

17 seasonal customers.  Those are all the types of t hings

18 that a buyer would have to evaluate.  It would

19 certainly also have to evaluate how much addition al

20 capital they would need post closing to invest in  the

21 systems.  So, I think it's probably just one of a

22 number of things that a potential buyer would hav e to

23 take into consideration when contemplating an off er for

24 the Company's assets.
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 1 Q. Do you, by any chance, have a copy of the respo nse to

 2 Record Request, I believe it's Number 4, in front  of

 3 you?

 4 A. Yes, I do.

 5 Q. Would you take a look at Page 3 of the Zoning B oard of

 6 Adjustment minutes.

 7 A. I have that.

 8 Q. Okay.  Do you see the third paragraph on that p age, it

 9 begins "Mr. Hopkins noted his concerns about wate r

10 leaving the Town of Moultonborough"?

11 A. Yes, I see that.

12 Q. And, a couple of sentences down indicate that, maybe

13 it's four sentences down:  "Mr. Mason stated that  that

14 they average 15 trucks a year.  Norm Roberge note d on

15 the worst year they have had, they trucked 50 tan kers."

16 You see that?

17 A. Yes, I do.

18 Q. And, is it your understanding that, since the c oncern

19 is about water leaving the Town of Moultonborough , that

20 that's water being drawn from the water resources  being

21 used to serve Paradise Shores?

22 A. It certainly appears that way, yes.

23 Q. I mean, when you put that together with unaccou nted for

24 water, which was I think in the range of 23 or
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 1 24 percent, and you look at the overall proposal to,

 2 you know, to develop Mount Roberts, I mean, doesn 't it

 3 seem as though there are a number of outstanding issues

 4 that it would need to be addressed first, to see if

 5 they might be addressed in a way that would obvia te the

 6 need to spend a million and a half dollars on Mou nt

 7 Roberts?

 8 A. Well, I understand your point.  I'm not sure I really

 9 have a -- you know, anything profound to say abou t it.

10 It's a circumstance that's not new, and certainly  not

11 unique.  Where you have small systems that, in th is

12 case, 17 of them, for this company that each has their

13 own set of circumstances and issues, and, obvious ly,

14 appears the Company had a great need at another s ystem,

15 such that they needed to move water from one to

16 another.  So, certainly is a concern in some way.

17 Q. Your testimony was filed in October.  And, subs equent

18 to that, the Company filed reply testimony.  Is t here

19 anything in that reply testimony that you wish to

20 comment on that you think would be helpful to the

21 Commission?

22 A. Well, I think there are a number of things that  arise

23 from the reply testimony that are of note.  My

24 testimony speaks primarily to the Company's lack of
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 1 access to reasonably priced capital.  And, the re ply

 2 testimony dealt with that issue to some degree.  And, I

 3 think my comments on it would be that -- that the

 4 Company really was not able to provide much of a

 5 response to that.  They provided some indication that

 6 they may request alternative rate treatment, rate making

 7 treatment, in such a way that they would be permi tted

 8 to recover loan payments through rates, rather th an

 9 through the traditional ratemaking of a return on  rate

10 base and depreciation expense.  And, to me, that' s a

11 real problem, for a number of reasons.  So, I thi nk

12 that's probably the largest issue.  As I view it,  the

13 Company was not able to provide anything of subst ance

14 to the question of its access to capital.

15 MR. PATCH:  Okay.  That's all our

16 questions.  Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

18 Ms. Hollenberg.

19 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  Good

20 morning, Mr. Naylor.

21 WITNESS NAYLOR:  Good morning.

22 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

23 Q. Mr. Naylor, as you testified just a moment ago,  and as

24 you testified in your prefiled testimony most rec ently
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 1 in the rate case, you have concerns about the Com pany's

 2 ability to access financial capital for purpose o f the

 3 future environment and service to customers, is t hat

 4 correct?

 5 A. Yes, it is.

 6 Q. You also, as you responded to Mr. Patch in

 7 cross-examination, been present for the hearings that

 8 have occurred in this case.  Based on your

 9 participation, would you also agree that customer s

10 would and the Company would benefit from Lakes Re gion

11 Water Company having additional management resour ces?

12 A. Yes.  In my testimony, I discuss the matter of,  you

13 know, a more comprehensive planning process.  And ,

14 planning for not only the acquisition of capital,  but

15 the deployment of capital and the filing for rate

16 relief when needed.  And, on top of Page 5 of my

17 testimony, I discuss the issue relating to my

18 recommendations to the Company previously, that i t

19 consider a business manager for those functions.  So,

20 yes, I have addressed those issues in my testimon y.

21 Q. Would it be fair to say that it would be reason able for

22 the Company to have additional management experti se

23 going forward?

24 A. I guess the question would be, if the Commissio n
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 1 rejected my recommendation?

 2 Q. (Atty. Hollenberg nodding in the affirmative.)

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. And, I guess, in the interim, would that be you r

 5 position as well, until the Company was sold, wou ld the

 6 Company benefit from having some additional manag ement

 7 expertise on board?

 8 A. Perhaps it would, yes.

 9 Q. Thank you.  Are you aware that Lakes Region Wat er

10 Company, I believe you testified about this a few

11 minutes ago, has several systems that are unmeter ed?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And, would you agree that, to the extent that t hese

14 customers could be metered, that that could be a source

15 of additional revenues for the Company?

16 A. I'm not sure if it would result in additional r evenues.

17 I guess it would result in revenues in that the

18 Company's investments in meters for all of those

19 customers would then be something that they could

20 include in rates.

21 Q. Is it possible that the customers in the unmete red

22 systems are not billed for their consumption

23 commensurate with how other customers in other sy stems

24 are billed?
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 1 A. They're not billed for consumption, yes, becaus e --

 2 simply because their usage is not measured.  Whet her or

 3 not there would be a difference in the rates, bas ed on,

 4 you know, the addition of those customers to the total

 5 of metered customers, I'm not sure.

 6 Q. And, would you agree that a cost of service stu dy would

 7 be something that would be useful in determining where

 8 costs are more appropriately allocated amongst th e

 9 Company's systems?

10 A. I'm not sure about that.  I know that that's so mething

11 that Mr. Eckberg discussed in his testimony.  It

12 certainly could be helpful.  But you just don't k now.

13 For the most part, this Company's systems are hig hly

14 seasonal.  So, when you get into a situation wher e you

15 have a very unusual usage pattern, very

16 seasonally-driven usage patterns, you really need

17 different kinds of data to make some judgments ab out

18 how you might be able to set better rates, you kn ow,

19 rates based more on economic principles.  And, a study

20 would certainly help with that.  But I don't know , I

21 think, in measuring what the cost of a study woul d be,

22 versus the benefit, it's hard to say.

23 Q. And, you've seen in other water utilities, with  other

24 water utilities, for instance, with Pittsfield Aq ueduct
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 1 Company, that they have done, in other rate cases , a

 2 cost of service study that may not be as complica ted as

 3 a larger water company would use.  So, there's a way of

 4 accommodating a small size of the Company, would you

 5 agree with that?

 6 A. Yes.  Yes.  To a certain extent, that's true.

 7 Q. Thank you.  Are you aware, from your involvemen t in

 8 this proceeding, of certain water systems which L akes

 9 Region Water Services Company was providing servi ces

10 for Thomas Mason, Sr.?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. So, just in other words, there were systems, th at these

13 systems were not owned by Lakes Region Water Comp any,

14 the utility, and they were -- and Lakes Region Wa ter

15 Company Services -- sorry -- Water Services Compa ny,

16 the affiliate was providing services to Mr. Mason ,

17 Sr.'s systems?

18 A. Yes.  I think, Mr. Mason, when he testified ear lier in

19 these hearings, he spoke to that issue to some ex tent.

20 Yes.  We -- Staff has been aware that Mr. Mason, Sr.,

21 had a number of clients that he provided service to.

22 Personally, not in his capacity as President of t he

23 utility.

24 Q. And, those -- and that agreement, with regard t o Mr.
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 1 Mason, Sr.'s systems, is not covered by the Affil iate

 2 Agreement currently before the Commission, is tha t

 3 correct?

 4 A. That's correct.

 5 MS. HOLLENBERG:  If I could just have a

 6 minute please.  Thank you.

 7 (Atty. Hollenberg conferring with Mr. 

 8 Eckberg and Ms. McFarland.) 

 9 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  I don't

10 have any other questions.

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

12 Mr. Richardson.

13 MR. RICHARDSON:  Thank you.  Good

14 morning.

15 WITNESS NAYLOR:  Good morning.

16 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

17 Q. You state in your testimony, I think on Page 1,  Line

18 15, that "the purpose of [your] testimony is to p rovide

19 recommendations with respect to concluding this

20 docket."  And, that's -- by that, I assume you me an the

21 07-105 docket?

22 A. That's correct.

23 Q. Okay.  Now, I assume you agree that any recomme ndations

24 would have to be approved by the Commission?
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 1 A. Yes, I do.

 2 Q. And, that the Commission has a legal standard t hat it

 3 has to apply in evaluating those recommendations?

 4 A. Yes.

 5 Q. Okay.  I want to show you a document.  

 6 MR. RICHARDSON:  Are we on Lakes Region

 7 22 now?

 8 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Correct.

 9 MR. RICHARDSON:  Okay.  And, it's a copy

10 of RSA 374:47-a.

11 (Atty. Richardson distributing 

12 documents.) 

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  We'll mark this for

14 identification as "Lakes Region Exhibit 22"?

15 MR. RICHARDSON:  22, please.

16 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Correct.

17 (The document, as described, was 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 22 for 

19 identification.) 

20 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

21 Q. Now, have you had a chance to review it?

22 A. I'm familiar with it, yes.

23 Q. So, the first sentence says that "whenever the

24 Commission finds that a public utility regulated by the
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 1 Commission", and it goes on, and it says "is fail ing to

 2 provide adequate and reasonable services to its

 3 customers, and that such failure is a serious and

 4 imminent threat to the health and welfare of the

 5 customers of the utility, the Commission may appo int a

 6 receiver", and then it goes on to say "or direct its

 7 staff to take such temporary action as is necessa ry to

 8 assure continued service."

 9 Now, is it your testimony that there is

10 a "serious and imminent threat to the health and

11 welfare of the customers of the utility"?

12 A. No, it's not.  I'm also not advocating for rece ivership

13 either.

14 Q. Okay.  Let me go on then to the next part of th is.

15 Which I believe Commissioner Ignatius last week p ointed

16 out that there is a second sentence or a third

17 sentence, let me find it for a moment.  Okay.  It  says,

18 would be the next sentence:  "The Commission may also

19 appoint a receiver or direct its staff to take su ch

20 temporary action as is necessary to assure contin ued

21 service, if, after notice and hearing, the Commis sion

22 finds that any public utility regulated under thi s

23 chapter is consistently failing to provide adequa te and

24 reasonable service."  Is it your position that th e
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 1 Company is "failing consistently to provide adequ ate

 2 and reasonable service"?

 3 A. It's my position that the Company's lack of acc ess to

 4 reasonably priced capital will lead to adequate a nd

 5 reasonable service.

 6 Q. But, today, as of the date of this hearing, is the

 7 Company "consistently failing to provide adequate  and

 8 reasonable service"?

 9 A. It's pretty close.

10 MR. RICHARDSON:  I'm going to show you a

11 document I'd like to mark for identification as " LRW

12 Exhibit --

13 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Thirteen.

14 MR. RICHARDSON:  -- 23".

15 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  I'm sorry, 23,

16 correct.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is a response

18 to a data request, LRWC 1-1.  We'll mark for

19 identification as "Lakes Region 23".

20 (The document, as described, was 

21 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 23 for 

22 identification.) 

23 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

24 Q. Let me know when you've had a chance to see tha t.
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 1 A. I recall this response.  It's written by me.

 2 Q. Uh-huh.  You say -- you see the question asks, with

 3 respect to progress that has been made by DES, or

 4 comments made by DES, and asked if you considered

 5 those, just by way of summary.  And, I see your

 6 response, in the second sentence -- or, third sen tence

 7 says:  "My testimony does not discuss the Company 's DES

 8 compliance except to state that "the Company has made

 9 progress in addressing some of the problems it ha s with

10 its physical water systems.""  And, then, it goes  on to

11 say:  "The testimony centered on the fact that th e

12 Company does not appear to have access to capital  at

13 [this] time when it appears it will need more tha n

14 1 million in new capital", and summarizes I think  what

15 you've already said today.

16 But, so, my question to you is, how can

17 you reach the conclusion that the Company is clos e to

18 being unable to provide service that -- or, close  to

19 being able to -- unable to consistently provide s ervice

20 that is reasonably adequate, without evaluating D ES's

21 compliance status?

22 A. I don't think I said that "I did not evaluate t he

23 Company's compliance status with DES."

24 Q. Okay.  So -- but it's not addressed in your tes timony
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 1 then?

 2 A. Yes, I think it is addressed in my testimony.  I

 3 acknowledge that the Company has made progress in

 4 addressing some of the problems it has had with i ts

 5 physical water systems.

 6 Q. Uh-huh.  Isn't it reasonable to assume that, by  stating

 7 that "the Company is making progress", you're

 8 essentially agreeing that there isn't a looming D ES

 9 compliance issue that's going to threaten the

10 disruption to the Company's service?

11 A. My recommendation is not necessarily wholly cen tered on

12 the Company's compliance with DES.  It's all of t he

13 issues, with respect to the need for capital goin g

14 forward that this company faces.  And, I think, i f you

15 look at all of the other documents that have been

16 generated, with respect to the Company's financia l

17 status, if you look at Mr. Mason's testimony, whi ch

18 contains a appendix of capital projects going out  the

19 next four or five years, that's what I'm most con cerned

20 about.  The Company has made some progress.  Ther e's no

21 question about it.

22 Q. But the --

23 A. But it has substantial capital needs going forw ard from

24 here.  And, it has no access to reasonably priced
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 1 capital.  That is the issue.

 2 Q. But the statute that the Commission has to eval uate

 3 this proceeding under authorizes the Commission t o act

 4 when a utility "is consistently failing to provid e

 5 adequate and reasonable service".  And, if I unde rstand

 6 correctly, what you're saying is, is "at some poi nt in

 7 the future, the Company is likely to reach that p oint."

 8 Isn't that essentially what you're saying?

 9 MS. THUNBERG:  I'd like to add an

10 objection here, Chairman Ignatius.  I'd like the question

11 to be simplified, because Mr. Naylor has already testified

12 that his testimony does not recommend receivershi p.  Yet,

13 the framing of the questions are using as a basis  whether

14 Mr. Naylor considered the threshold of "consisten tly

15 failing to provide adequate and reasonable servic e", which

16 is not the threshold that Mr. Naylor testified to  or used.

17 So, I object to the complexity of the question, t he legal

18 assumptions that they're based on, and would ask that they

19 be simplified.

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Richardson.

21 MR. RICHARDSON:  Well, I will.  I share

22 in Attorney Thunberg's desire for me to ask bette r

23 questions.

24 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 
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 1 Q. But let me state this.  Just with respect to th is

 2 statutory provision, and we'll get to whether tha t is

 3 the one that applies or whether something else ap plies.

 4 But evaluating this case under this provision, my

 5 question to you is, is it sounds -- was it sounds  to me

 6 like you're saying that there is a threat or a

 7 potential threat in the future, but there's not a

 8 consistent failure to provide adequate and reason able

 9 service today?

10 A. Well, I don't know how the Company is doing the  work

11 that it's doing now.  I think we had some testimo ny

12 from Mr. Mason that his own company, Lakes Region  Water

13 Services, is kind of carrying the ball right now for

14 the utility.  So, the Company appears to be livin g on

15 credit.  It has substantial accounts payable that

16 certainly appear to be a problem.  So, I guess yo u

17 could parse the words, you know, "when is the thr eat

18 imminent?"  You know, is it tomorrow?  Next week?   Next

19 month?  I don't really think it's all that import ant

20 that we sort of nail down at what point, you know ,

21 somebody comes and locks the doors.  But there's --

22 there is a clear threat to the Company's ability to

23 continue to provide service.  And, the Company do es not

24 appear to have access to the capital it needs to get
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 1 out of this situation.  So, --

 2 Q. But --

 3 A. And, I'm not recommending receivership.  I have  not

 4 discussed that in my testimony, and I don't belie ve

 5 that's the appropriate course of action for the

 6 Commission to take at this time.

 7 Q. But, yes or no, setting aside the financial iss ue, in

 8 terms of the service that people receive today, t he

 9 customers receive today, is it your position that  today

10 that service is "consistently failing" to be reas onable

11 and adequate?

12 A. I have some concerns about it.

13 Q. Uh-huh.

14 A. I think there's testimony in the case to this p oint,

15 that there continue to be Notices of Violation or  LODs

16 from DES.  

17 Q. But you --

18 A. I think, for the most part, the Company is able  at this

19 time to provide service.  It appears that, you kn ow,

20 it's continuing to keep it rolling.  But, I mean,  the

21 question is very, very open as to how long that's  going

22 to continue.

23 Q. And so the ream question then becomes how is it  going

24 to be paid for because if the rates are adequate to
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 1 support the service then we don't run into a serv ice

 2 and problem and there's just a question of whethe r the

 3 rates are reasonable?

 4 A. No, I disagree with that completely.

 5 Q. Okay?

 6 A. Customer rates that are paid for service provid ed do

 7 not provide investment capital going forward for any

 8 utility.

 9 Q. But they do provide a return, or they're requir ed by

10 law to provide a return?

11 A. They provide a return on assets that have alrea dy been

12 put into service to customers.

13 Q. And, a company would use that return, including  its

14 return on equity, to either declare a dividend or  to

15 reinvest into the service that it's providing.  T hose

16 are two of the options, aren't they?

17 A. Financially healthy companies, yes.  Financiall y

18 healthy companies will have a flow of revenue dol lars

19 that are based on depreciation.

20 Q. Okay.

21 A. And, it will have a flow of revenue dollars tha t are

22 based on the return on equity portion of the rate  base.

23 This is not a financially healthy company.

24 Q. And, that's because it hasn't earned its allowe d return
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 1 in quite some time?

 2 A. Yeah.  I would agree with that.

 3 Q. Okay.  Let me, before we go further into that t opic, I

 4 want to get back to the question that Attorney Th unberg

 5 raised.  And, I want to show you what's already b een

 6 marked as "LRW Exhibit 11".  And, I want to turn your

 7 attention to what's on the first page, in the fir st

 8 paragraph.  

 9 MS. THUNBERG:  Attorney Richardson, can

10 you just remind us what "LRW 11" is?

11 MR. RICHARDSON:  It's the Order of

12 Notice in the 07-105 docket.

13 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

14 Q. And, you see here it says "Staff of the New Ham pshire

15 Public Utilities Commission filed a letter with t he

16 executive director of the Commission seeking the

17 commencement of formal proceedings to determine w hether

18 Lakes Region Water Company should be placed in

19 receivership pursuant to RSA 374:47-a in light of

20 concerns over whether Lakes Region continues to h ave

21 the managerial and financial capacity to provide safe

22 and adequate service to its customers".  And, I'l l stop

23 there.  But, my question to you is, is didn't the

24 Commission's Order of Notice state that this was a
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 1 receivership docket?

 2 A. They cite the receivership statute, yes.  I do not

 3 believe this docket ultimately is limited to

 4 consideration of receivership or not.  I don't th ink

 5 the Commission is prevented from making findings that

 6 it feels are appropriate.  I'll let you and

 7 Ms. Thunberg and the other attorneys debate the l egal

 8 aspects.  But, you know, I'm presenting to the

 9 Commission my recommendations with respect to wha t I

10 see with this company on a financial basis, and w hat I

11 think the future holds.

12 Q. Uh-huh.  So, if you didn't evaluate -- or, your

13 testimony isn't evaluating the Company under the

14 receivership criteria, what criteria are you usin g to

15 make your decisions?

16 A. Whether this company should continue to own and  operate

17 public utilities that provide service.  Whether t he

18 Company has the requisite capabilities to continu e to

19 provide service.

20 Q. But that's -- what statutory criteria are you a pplying?

21 Is there a statute?  Did you review one?

22 MS. THUNBERG:  This is a legal question.

23 To the extent, I mean, you're familiar with the s tatutes

24 that you use in your job responsibilities.  I gue ss that's
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 1 the limit that you can offer for your testimony.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, I think it's

 3 fair to allow Mr. Richardson to ask if Mr. Naylor  was

 4 basing his testimony on any statutes.  He's not a sking to

 5 interpret them, just what he relied on.

 6 BY THE WITNESS: 

 7 A. Well, I think it goes back to the granting of

 8 franchises.  I think, unless I'm mistaken, and I' m not

 9 an attorney, but I believe that the Commission ha s the

10 power to revoke franchises.

11 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

12 Q. Uh-huh.

13 A. I think it's clear from, when a utility is gran ted

14 permission to provide utility service, whether it 's a

15 brand-new utility or one that's acquired systems in the

16 state, that the Commission is required to make fi ndings

17 of managerial, technical, and financial capabilit y.

18 So, --

19 Q. Uh-huh.  But, if the Commission is going to act  to

20 revoke a franchise, and I assume by that you mean  under

21 RSA 374:28, doesn't that statute require notice a nd a

22 hearing?

23 A. Well, I guess -- well, it's up to the Commissio n,

24 obviously, to decide if you're correct.  To me, t hat's
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 1 just a technicality.  And, I think it's avoiding the

 2 issues that are really front and center here.  Bu t the

 3 Commission certainly could, if the Commission agr eed

 4 with you, they could close the docket and open a new

 5 one with the correct notice.  I mean, it doesn't change

 6 the fundamental question here.  Doesn't change it  at

 7 all.  

 8 Q. Well, --

 9 A. The Company doesn't have access to capital.  Ho w is it

10 going to make the capital improvements that it ne eds to

11 make in the coming years?  There's no answer for that.

12 Q. But, I guess it does change it in my mind, beca use, if

13 the Commission has issued an order of notice to

14 consider a case under the receivership statute, a nd not

15 under some other statute, how is the Company to k now

16 what criteria has to be applied and what evidence  it

17 has to present?

18 A. Well, I think you need to go back to the Settle ment

19 Agreement that was entered into in 07-105.  I bel ieve

20 that was between Staff and the Company, although I'm

21 not sure if OCA may have been a party or Suisseva le is

22 a party, I'm not sure about that.  That Settlemen t

23 Agreement provided for a number of things to happ en,

24 over a period of time.  And, it was approved by t he
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 1 Commission in an order, which I believe was issue d in

 2 June or July of 2008.  I'm not quite sure.

 3 Q. And, that was an order that was approved pursua nt to

 4 this Order of Notice that we just looked at under  the

 5 receivership statute, is that correct?  If you kn ow?

 6 A. It was issued under the 07-105 docket.  So, yes .

 7 Q. Okay.  And, are you aware of any other provisio n that

 8 was included in the order of notice in that proce eding?

 9 A. I'm sorry.  Any other what?

10 Q. That, as far as you know, there was no other or der of

11 notice to proceed under a different proceeding, s uch as

12 -- or, statute such as 374:28?

13 A. Not that I'm aware of.

14 Q. Okay.  Let me get out, if I can find it, you ju st made

15 reference to the Settlement Agreement.  Do you ha ve the

16 Settlement Agreement in front of you?

17 A. I do.

18 Q. Okay.  I'm referring to LRW Exhibit 12.  Is tha t how

19 yours is marked?

20 A. I don't have a marked copy.

21 Q. Okay.

22 A. But it's the Settlement Agreement that is dated  "May

23 7th, 2008".

24 Q. Okay.  All right.  Let me give you my copy, jus t so you
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 1 have -- we're sure we're referring to the same

 2 document.  Now, on what's marked as "Page 1" of L RW

 3 Exhibit 12, you see where it says "The settling p arties

 4 agree that [the] proceeding should become a monit oring

 5 docket for a limited period of time into the futu re,

 6 pending completion of two other processes; a fili ng by

 7 Lakes Region for financing approval and rates, an d the

 8 AG's investigation into the issues surrounding th e

 9 re-connection of a well at the Tamworth system."  Do

10 you agree that that's what the Settlement Agreeme nt

11 provided for?

12 A. I believe you read that correctly.

13 Q. Okay.  So, I guess what is curious to me is, is  the

14 monitoring, a big part of the monitoring proceedi ng was

15 that the Company would meet on a quarterly basis with

16 DES and with Staff, right?

17 A. Yes, and the other parties to the case.  That's

18 correct.

19 Q. Uh-huh.  And, if you look at Page 3 of the Sett lement

20 Agreement, that was supposed to occur for a perio d of,

21 at the bottom, it says "for the next two years".  And,

22 excuse me, I left out that the OCA was also invol ved in

23 that.  Do you see -- do you follow me there?

24 A. Yes, I do.
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 1 Q. Okay.  So, now, two years would have expired wh en?

 2 June 24th, 2008 to June 24th, 2010?

 3 A. Yes.

 4 Q. Okay.  Now -- so, during the monitoring phase, I mean,

 5 wouldn't it be safe for the Company to assume tha t,

 6 once the monitoring phase has expired, that the C ompany

 7 has concluded that process?

 8 A. No.  I don't agree with that.

 9 Q. Okay.  But Staff recommended, let me see if I c an grab

10 the dates here for you, I think, first in April o f

11 2010, and then again on September 29th of 2010, t hat

12 the monitoring meetings for two years, and we're

13 basically at two and a half years by the time we reach

14 September of 2010, that those be subsumed in the rate

15 case?

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. Okay.  So, the two years have gone by.  We're n ow

18 merging those monitoring meetings into the rate c ase.

19 Isn't it reasonable to assume that we're no longe r at

20 the point of considering receivership for the Com pany?

21 A. No, I don't think that's the case.  I think -- I think

22 you need to review the Settlement Agreement in it s

23 entirety.  And, I think you need to read the

24 Commission's July 2008 order in its entirety.  
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 1 Q. Uh-huh.

 2 A. And, look at Page 10 of the Commission's order --

 3 Q. I'm sorry, what are you -- is there an exhibit number

 4 you're looking at, because I'm not sure I have it  in

 5 front of me?  

 6 A. I think the Commission is aware of what its ord ers are.

 7 And, it's Order 24,877.

 8 Q. Okay.  Hold on for a minute.  I'd like to pull that

 9 out, so I can follow you.  

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is Lakes Region

11 Exhibit 13?

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.  Yes, I'm trying

13 to find my own exhibit here.

14 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

15 Q. I'm sorry.  Where are you on the exhibit now?

16 A. Well, you could start on Page 7 of the Commissi on

17 order, which is the first full paragraph under "I V.

18 Commission Analysis".  The last sentence of that

19 paragraph says: "Staff and Lakes Region request t hat,

20 in light of Lakes Region having made a number of

21 changes in its management and operations, the

22 Commission allow Lakes Region time to integrate t hese

23 changes before ruling on whether Lakes Region has  the

24 requisite managerial, technical, and financial
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 1 capabilities to maintain its utility franchise."

 2 Q. Uh-huh.  So, I agree with you that that's what it says.

 3 So, we go through two and a half years of quarter ly

 4 monitoring meetings, and Staff doesn't recommend that

 5 the receivership docket be reopened or that the C ompany

 6 be placed into receivership.

 7 A. Is that a question?  I'm not --

 8 Q. Do you agree with that statement?

 9 A. I don't think we needed to recommend that the d ocket

10 remain open.

11 Q. Uh-huh.

12 A. I think, if you look at this order, it is very clear

13 the Commission, by issuing this order, had no int ention

14 of closing the document -- the docket.  If you lo ok at

15 the very last --

16 Q. Okay.  But --

17 A. -- full paragraph in the "Commission Analysis" section,

18 it says: "Other issues remain unresolved."

19 Q. Right.  And, one of those issues is the Tamwort h well,

20 right?

21 A. Yes, it is.

22 Q. And, that's been resolved, hasn't it?

23 A. No.  I don't think it's been resolved before th is

24 Commission.
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 1 Q. Well, let's look at something.  But, before we move on

 2 from that, this was really a simple "yes" or "no"

 3 question.  Two and a half years went by of quarte rly

 4 meetings, and Staff did not recommend at that poi nt

 5 that the Company -- or, that the receivership doc ket be

 6 reopened?

 7 A. We had no reason to ask an open docket be reope ned.

 8 Q. Okay.  You didn't ask within that two and a hal f year

 9 period of quarterly meetings, more than what the

10 Settlement Agreement provided for, that the Compa ny

11 then be placed into receivership?

12 A. I think, if you look at everything that's been filed

13 with the Commission, in DW 07-105, until the poin t that

14 we filed testimony last October, everything that was

15 filed was by agreement of all the parties in the

16 proceeding.

17 Q. I'm trying to get a "yes" or "no".  

18 A. The docket was extended by request of all parti es.  I

19 don't think there's any question about that.  The

20 Company has never objected to the docket remainin g

21 open.

22 Q. In fact, the Company asked to have it remain op en,

23 because it thought it was helpful, right?

24 A. It may have indicated that to the parties.  But  I don't
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 1 believe that the Company ever filed anything with  the

 2 Commission to that effect.  But --

 3 Q. But you were at the meetings, and you know that  the

 4 Company asked to keep the quarterly meetings open ,

 5 because they thought they were helpful, right?

 6 A. Absolutely.  Yes.

 7 Q. But I'm trying to get a "yes" or "no" answer to  a

 8 simple question.  And, that is, at the end of the  two

 9 and a half years of quarterly meetings, Staff did  not

10 request at that time that the companies be placed  again

11 into receivership?

12 A. I can't give you a "yes" or "no" answer.

13 Q. Well, did Staff request it or not?

14 A. There was no reason to make any such request.  

15 Q. Did Staff request it, yes or no?

16 A. There is no question in my mind, I mean, I'm tr ying to

17 be helpful to you here and give you the informati on

18 you're looking for.  There's never been any quest ion

19 that this docket remained open.

20 MS. THUNBERG:  I would like to ask that

21 any questions not start until the witness has ful ly

22 answered, because there seems to be some talking over each

23 other going on right now.

24 MR. RICHARDSON:  Could the Commission
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 1 ask the witness to respond to the question, as wh ether or

 2 not Staff recommended that the Company be placed in

 3 receivership following the two and a half years o f

 4 quarterly meetings?

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, Mr. Naylor has

 6 already testified that his testimony does not ask  for

 7 receivership, and it recommends the sale of the C ompany.

 8 MR. RICHARDSON:  Uh-huh.

 9 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, I'm wondering --

10 he said that ten minutes ago.  So, I don't -- tru ly, I'm

11 not following what you're hoping to get from him that's

12 different right now?

13 MR. RICHARDSON:  I simply want an

14 acknowledgment that Staff didn't submit a request

15 following the quarterly meetings, when the quarte rly

16 meetings were subsumed into the rates, there was no

17 request that was made.  I understand what the wit ness is

18 trying to say, but that we're -- I'm trying to as k a

19 different question than what the answer is that I 'm

20 getting at.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, can I ask you

22 to clarify, because I'm a little bit confused.

23 MR. RICHARDSON:  Uh-huh.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Are you suggesting
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 1 that Mr. Naylor's testimony about the sale is bey ond the

 2 scope of the proceeding, the consolidated proceed ing?

 3 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.  Because a -- if

 4 you read, and I apologize for not having my book right in

 5 front of me, but 374:28 says that "the Commission  can

 6 revoke a franchise, after notice and hearing."  A nd, the

 7 Commission has never issued an order of notice un der

 8 374:28.  And, the Company had no reasonable basis  to

 9 believe that this 07 docket was about anything ex cept for

10 receivership under that statute.

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, we've

12 consolidated four dockets.  

13 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, it's not just

15 07.  

16 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Did you move to

18 strike Mr. Naylor's testimony when he made that

19 recommendation in October 2011?

20 MR. RICHARDSON:  No.  But, in LWR [LRW?]

21 Exhibit 6, Mr. Mason responded to why he didn't b elieve

22 that receivership was appropriate in this case, w hich is

23 really meant to get at the heart of what the 07-1 05 docket

24 was about.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  But I'm asking

 2 about, you seem concerned about the request for a  sale,

 3 and that that's not appropriately within this doc ket?

 4 MR. RICHARDSON:  You know, I feel that,

 5 you know, a sale might have some benefits.  I mea n,

 6 certainly, a larger company, with more capital, I  mean, I

 7 this we can all agree that's a better thing.  But  the

 8 question really comes down to whether or not this

 9 Commission has the authority to issue the request ed

10 relief.  And, Mr. Mason, in his testimony, and my

11 cross-examination is trying to explore the receiv ership

12 issue.  But I believe that Mr. Naylor has indicat ed that

13 he's not evaluating this as a receivership issue.   So, I

14 mean, I can -- I'm just about ready to move on on  this

15 topic.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  If there's a request

17 to strike the testimony regarding sale, based on what I've

18 heard, it would not be granted.  It was not moved  to

19 strike it early on.  You, in your own reply testi mony,

20 have taken up the issue in questioning, both dire ct and

21 cross have taken up the issue.  So, let's move on .

22 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.  And, I don't

23 think it would be productive to move to strike.  I mean,

24 it really is, you know, whether or not testimony is
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 1 admissible is different from whether or not it's relevant

 2 or should be -- the recommendation should be foll owed.

 3 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

 4 Q. So, let me turn to a different issue, or to clo se this

 5 issue out.  I'm looking at Page 3 of your testimo ny.

 6 And, you state, this is just above the section th at

 7 Attorney Patch asked you to read:  "While the Com pany

 8 has made progress in addressing some of the probl ems

 9 that it had with its physical water systems, the

10 Company's most urgent problem is financial."  Now , I

11 guess, aren't we making a little bit of a stretch  to go

12 from a financial issue to one -- strike that.  Yo u

13 agree with that statement, right?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. Now, a financial threat is different from the t hreat to

16 public health and safety, right?

17 A. The two certainly can be connected.  A company that's

18 in difficult financial circumstances may find its elf

19 unable to deal with public health and safety issu es.

20 Q. Uh-huh.  But, based on your response to the dat a

21 request that we looked at, you didn't make any an alysis

22 in your testimony of the DES compliance issues?

23 A. Well, I referenced -- I referenced them to some  degree,

24 and I think they're certainly part of the capital  needs
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 1 of the Company going forward over the next few ye ars.

 2 Q. Right.  So, you agree with Mr. Mason -- or, do you

 3 agree with Mr. Mason that the Company's resolved all

 4 but one of its Letters of Deficiency that were

 5 outstanding back in 2008?

 6 A. I'm not sure what the scorecard, if you will, l ooks

 7 like at the moment.  I think I acknowledged in th e

 8 testimony that the Company has addressed some of its

 9 problems.  So, certainly, that would include addr essing

10 and closing out Letters of Deficiency.

11 Q. And, it takes money to do that?

12 A. Yes.  Usually, it does.

13 Q. Okay.  So, let me ask you, and I want to look a t a

14 document that's -- let me pull out my exhibit lis t, so

15 I can do this faster.  It's LRW, let's start with

16 Exhibit 18.  Do you have that in front of you?

17 A. No, I do not.

18 (Atty. Richardson handing document to 

19 Witness Naylor.) 

20 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

21 Q. And, it's really just the first paragraph.  It says,

22 I'll read it to you, and I can ask you for your

23 reaction or I'll ask you a question.  It says:  " It is

24 widely recognized that small public water systems  carry
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 1 a much higher burden to maintain compliance with the

 2 Safe Drinking Water Act.  This is due not only to  their

 3 smaller user base, but often the shortage of fina ncial,

 4 managerial and/or technical resources to ensure t he

 5 continued and reliable delivery of safe water to all

 6 customers."  And, then, it says:  "In New Hampshi re,

 7 systems serving fewer than 250 people incur about

 8 77 percent of the drinking water violations in th e

 9 state", and then it references the "Triennial Cap acity

10 Development Report [of] September 30th, 2008".

11 Now, I guess my question to you is, is

12 did you try, in your recommendations, to distingu ish

13 what was attributable to the Company's management

14 versus what was attributable to essentially the

15 industrywide trend, where the small water systems  have

16 a much higher burden, for those reasons stated?

17 A. I think the Staff's evaluation of this company,  all

18 throughout the last three or four years, has been  to

19 balance the capabilities of the Company and its

20 management with the challenges that it faces in t he

21 field.  I think we are very aware of all the chal lenges

22 that a company like this faces, as well as the ot her

23 small systems that we regulate.

24 Q. Uh-huh.  Let's look at the -- what I'll call th e
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 1 "wheel" that's below those top two paragraphs.  A nd,

 2 you see where it says "Regulatory requirements [a re

 3 the] same as larger systems", and that's certainl y true

 4 for Lakes Region, right?

 5 A. Most of the regulatory requirements are the sam e as

 6 larger systems, yes.

 7 Q. Yes.  And, what I want to do is ask you if you agree

 8 that the challenges that are listed in this wheel  are

 9 ones that face Lakes Region.  So, I'm going to go

10 clockwise.  "Aging or inadequate infrastructure".

11 That's a problem that Lakes Region faces, right?

12 A. Yes, it does.

13 Q. And, would you agree with me that the assets it

14 acquired were generally developer-built systems?

15 A. Yes, I believe that's true.

16 Q. And, so, some of that problem is certainly attr ibutable

17 to the condition the systems were in when the Com pany

18 got them?

19 A. Yes, that's true.

20 Q. "Incomplete" -- the next one, "Incomplete as-bu ilt

21 plans & system records".  Is that another thing t hat

22 you think Lakes Region has had to deal with?

23 A. Lakes Region, and many of the other small utili ties

24 that we regulate, yes.
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 1 Q. "Issues with quantity and quality"?

 2 A. That is another problem that all small water sy stems

 3 face.

 4 Q. Uh-huh.  Now, this next one I suppose is a bit more

 5 complicated.  "Part time and volunteer operations  &

 6 maintenance staff".  And, that's not the case tod ay

 7 with Lakes Region, is it?

 8 A. No, I don't think that's the case.  I think thi s is

 9 intended to reflect a variety of circumstances th at may

10 face small utilities, throughout the universe of

11 companies that this state and other states regula te.

12 Q. Uh-huh.  And, do you recall Mr. Mason testifyin g at one

13 point that the Company has gone from two certifie d

14 operators, in 2008, to now having, I believe, fiv e or

15 six?

16 A. I don't specifically recall that testimony, but  I

17 wouldn't dispute it.

18 Q. Okay.  The next bullet, I think, sounds more li ke a

19 municipal issue, but I'll ask it anyways.  "Volun teer

20 boards [and] frequent turnover".  Is that somethi ng

21 that you would characterize as a "challenge" that  Lakes

22 Region faces?

23 A. No.  And, I think you're probably correct, that  it

24 refers to municipal systems that rely on voluntee rs to
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 1 oversee the utility.

 2 Q. Uh-huh.  The next one, I believe, is really wha t your

 3 testimony is about.  "Lack of reserves [and] acce ss to

 4 funding"?

 5 A. I would agree that my testimony deals with that  issue.

 6 I think lack of reserves, again, probably refers to

 7 municipal systems, where they are permitted to re cover

 8 in rates capital for future plant additions.  Acc ess to

 9 funding would be both municipal and investor-owne d, I

10 would think.

11 Q. And, then, the last one in the wheel is "smalle r

12 revenue base [and] fewer customers".  You agree t hat's

13 an issue that Lakes Region has to face?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. In fact, if you were to -- the Company has, I b elieve,

16 1,625 customers.  Is that right?

17 A. That sounds about right.

18 Q. And, 17 separate divisions or water systems?

19 A. I believe that's correct.

20 Q. So that, if we were to average that out, that's  less

21 than 100 customers, on average, in each of its sy stems?

22 A. That's correct.

23 Q. And, that's a pretty challenging environment to  operate

24 in?
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 1 A. It's a very challenging environment, as many of  the

 2 other small water utilities are as well.

 3 Q. Uh-huh.  But, I guess my question then is, is t hat, I

 4 mean, it's easy to say that "Lakes Region should be

 5 doing a better job", but Lakes Region is facing

 6 essentially all of the challenges that small wate r

 7 systems face?

 8 A. I don't think it's easy to say that "Lakes Regi on needs

 9 to do a better job."  This is a very difficult ca se,

10 and I certainly don't take my recommendation ligh tly.

11 It is a very serious matter.  And, I realize that  it

12 involves a lot of money to the shareholders of th is

13 company.

14 Q. Uh-huh.

15 A. But this Commission is charged with balancing t he

16 interests of shareholders and customers.

17 Q. Uh-huh.

18 A. So, there needs to be equal weighting on the cu stomer

19 side.  What is the concern of the customers?  And ,

20 whether or not this utility, and all the utilitie s this

21 Commission regulates, continue to have the requis ite

22 capabilities to provide service.

23 Q. Uh-huh.  But the capabilities, obviously, acces s to

24 capital is a little bit different, but the Compan y's
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 1 really making efforts to comply with these

 2 requirements.  But, you know, the problem is the rates,

 3 isn't it?

 4 A. No, I don't agree it's the rates.  I disagree.

 5 Q. Let me -- let me rephrase this then.  Let's go back.

 6 And, you'd agree -- well, let me -- let's talk ab out

 7 "capital planning" a little bit.  I want to show you a

 8 document.  Actually, before we leave this, I'm so rry,

 9 I'm going to change the facts a little bit.  Are we up

10 to LRW Exhibit 24 now?

11 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  That's correct.

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  And, I'd like to do

13 this so that the Commission understands, in conte xt, some

14 of the evidence it's heard with respect to violat ions.

15 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

16 Q. Have you seen this report before?

17 MR. PATCH:  What is it?  

18 MR. RICHARDSON:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I meant

19 to hand this out to everybody.

20 MR. MASON:  I'm sorry.  That's my job.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  For the record, this

22 is entitled the "DES Triennial Report to the Gove rnor and

23 USEPA", and we'll mark for identification as "LRW  24".

24 (The document, as described, was 
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 1 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 24 for 

 2 identification.) 

 3 MR. SPEIDEL:  Mr. Richardson, are there

 4 any more copies for the Staff Non-Advocate counse l?

 5 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.  Yes.  I

 6 apologize.  I realized I was one short.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Richardson,

 8 we're going to take a break soon.  Is this a good  time,

 9 maybe people can take a look at this and not be d oing it

10 on the fly?

11 MR. RICHARDSON:  Absolutely.

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Why

13 don't we take a break until, it's 10:45, we'll br eak until

14 10:55, a ten minute break, and be back.  Thank yo u.

15 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 10:45 

16 a.m. and the hearing reconvened at 11:02 

17 a.m.) 

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.

19 Mr. Richardson.

20 MR. RICHARDSON:  Thank you.

21 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

22 Q. So, do you have in front of you, Mr. Naylor, LR W

23 Exhibit 24?

24 A. Yes, I do.
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 1 Q. Okay.  And, these questions go to really the is sue of

 2 NOVs, and I understand you've been here for the

 3 testimony on that.  So, I'm going to ask you to t urn to

 4 Page -- let's see, Page 3 of that document, and i t's

 5 labeled on the bottom.  Page 4, if you count the cover.

 6 And, you see where it says "Violations by System Size",

 7 and it says a "Review of the number of violations  in

 8 the past fiscal year reveals that the highest num ber of

 9 violations, both for health-based standards as we ll as

10 for monitoring and reporting (failure to provide a

11 sample or provide public notice), are incurred by  very

12 small systems (less than 250 people).  And, have you

13 ever seen this report before?

14 A. I believe I have, yes.

15 Q. Okay.  And, do you agree with that conclusion?

16 A. Yes.  Based on what's presented here, what data  the

17 Department is providing here, I have no reason to

18 dispute it.  I have not verified it independently , of

19 course, but --

20 Q. Yes.  Well, I guess what I want you to tell me is, is

21 that do you have any sense -- or, let me give you  the

22 calculation, because I've gone through, and I've just

23 done the math, as it were.  I'm sorry, I'm lookin g for

24 my data on DES compliance, and it's from this rep ort.
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 1 And, what I have done is I've compiled this into a

 2 spreadsheet for you, so we can look by category a t the

 3 number of violations or NOVs that are issued by s ystem.

 4 (Atty. Richardson distributing 

 5 documents.) 

 6 MR. RICHARDSON:  Why don't we go to -- I

 7 can call this "25".  "LRW 25", excuse me.  And, I 'll give

 8 you a copy.

 9 (Atty. Richardson distributing 

10 documents.) 

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, this is, just

12 for the record, this is a one-page "New Hampshire  Water

13 System Data", -- 

14 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  -- "LRW 25" for

16 identification.  

17 (The document, as described, was 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 25 for 

19 identification.) 

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, if you can

21 explain where this comes from, Mr. Richardson.

22 MR. RICHARDSON:  Sure.  Sure.

23 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

24 Q. And, Mr. Naylor, I'll represent to you that the  data
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 1 that is shown at the top of Page 3, in LRW 24, an d also

 2 the data shown in -- on the previous page, Page 2 , of

 3 LRW Exhibit 24, has been compiled into this table ,

 4 that's "LRW Exhibit 25".  And, you see where it s ays

 5 the "total number of systems" subject to check, d oes it

 6 sound like there are approximately "706" communit y

 7 water systems in New Hampshire?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. And, is that -- is that consistent with what yo ur

10 knowledge of the industry is?

11 A. Well, as you know, this Commission does not reg ulate

12 municipal systems.

13 Q. Uh-huh.  Okay.

14 A. So, I'm not as familiar with the utilities that  are

15 municipally owned.  But I'll accept that as a goo d

16 number.

17 Q. Uh-huh.  Now, what this shows here is, is when you look

18 at each category of violations that are in LRW 24 , by

19 size, and you divide that by the number of system s, you

20 come up with a number of violations, or NOVs, per

21 system per year, in this case, I believe the data  year

22 was 2011.  And, I'll represent to you, subject to

23 check, that you end up with a number that's

24 approximately, if you add them all up and divide the
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 1 total, you end up with about 0.67 violations per

 2 system, on a statewide basis.  Does that sound ri ght?

 3 A. And, your numbers are based on the chart at the  top of

 4 Page 3 of LRW 24.

 5 Q. Uh-huh.

 6 A. The "164", is that correct, which are "Health-b ased MCL

 7 violations"?

 8 Q. Yes.  They're both shown, health-based and repo rting,

 9 and then there's a total.  And, so, you add those

10 numbers up, and I believe -- you add up all the s ystem

11 size categories, and you get 475.  Then, when you

12 compare that to the number of drinking water syst ems,

13 you get a statewide average of 0.67, approximatel y.

14 So, approximately 70 percent of the systems, on

15 average, are -- you have about a 0.67 chance, as it

16 were, of having a violation at any given system.

17 A. Okay.  I understand.  

18 Q. Yes.

19 A. I understand where you got that from.

20 Q. So, I guess I'd like to ask you, because I don' t

21 believe you reviewed this in your testimony, if a

22 company owns 17 separate drinking water systems, and

23 particularly ones in the smaller size categories,  you

24 would expect a certain number of violations to oc cur
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 1 just based upon the statewide average?

 2 A. Would I expect a number to occur?  Yes.  I thin k I

 3 would, of course.  I'm not -- I would not dispute  that.

 4 Q. Yes.

 5 A. All of our regulated companies have violations from

 6 time to time.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, so, it's not simply the fact that a

 8 violation occurs, but you have to evaluate it on a

 9 deeper level and get to the root of the problem?

10 A. In evaluating each particular violation?

11 Q. Uh-huh.

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. Now, you're aware that I think more recent data

14 provided by Sarah Pillsbury indicated that, in 20 11, I

15 guess the calendar year, there were close to 1,90 0

16 violations cited by DES?

17 A. I'm not aware of that information having been d iscussed

18 in the record.

19 Q. Okay.  Well, were you given a copy of an e-mail  from

20 Ms. Pillbury recently -- Pillsbury, excuse me, ab out

21 the number of violations statewide?

22 A. Yes.

23 MR. RICHARDSON:  Let me pull it out for

24 you.  Let's call this "LRW Exhibit" -- we're on 2 6 now?
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 1 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Correct.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, this is not the

 3 e-mail from Ms. Pillsbury that was marked as "LRW

 4 Exhibit 20"?

 5 MR. RICHARDSON:  No, it is not.

 6 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, we will mark for

 7 identification "LRW 26", a March 22, 2012 e-mail from

 8 Sarah Pillsbury of DES.

 9 (The document, as described, was 

10 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 26 for 

11 identification.) 

12 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

13 Q. Now, have you seen this document before?

14 A. Yes.  I was on the distribution list when this was sent

15 out last Thursday.

16 Q. Okay.  I'm sorry, I hadn't seen that before I a sked the

17 question.  So, I mean, the numbers appear to indi cate

18 that there's, in fact, a significant number of

19 violations that are issued that aren't even count ed in

20 the DES Triennial Report?  I mean, if you look at

21 "Violations by System Size", we're going back to LRW

22 Exhibit 24.  And, you total those numbers up, I b elieve

23 you get to "475".  Does that look about right?

24 A. Yes.  It's somewhere in the 400s, based on Figu re 4, on
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 1 Page 3 of Exhibit LRW 24.

 2 Q. Yes.  Now, and, in fact, if you were to take th at 1,900

 3 number, and divide it by the number of systems in  New

 4 Hampshire, you'd get a much greater number of

 5 violations per system in the 2011 calendar year?

 6 A. Well, it appears that way.

 7 Q. Yes.

 8 A. Assuming that we're looking at apples and apple s here.

 9 Q. Yes.  Yes.  And, I --

10 A. I note that Ms. Pillsbury's e-mail references " public

11 water system violations occurring in 2011".  I wo uld

12 assume that means the calendar year.  And, the Fi gure 4

13 on Page 3 of the exhibit references "July 2010 to

14 June 2011".  So, that's a 12-month period as well , but

15 they're slightly different timeframes.

16 Q. Yes.  And, so, in fact, it looks like, based on  the

17 1,900 number, the number of violations has jumped  up in

18 2011 significantly.

19 (Mr. Mason distributing documents.) 

20 MR. RICHARDSON:  And, to address your

21 concern about the discrepancy, why don't we look at this

22 document, which is LRW 26?

23 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Twenty-seven.

24 MR. RICHARDSON:  Twenty-seven now.  And,
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 1 I apologize, I need one more copy.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, this is, for the

 3 record, an additional e-mail from Sarah Pillsbury , -- 

 4 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  -- dated March 26,

 6 2012.

 7 MR. RICHARDSON:  Yes.

 8 (The document, as described, was 

 9 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 27 for 

10 identification.) 

11 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

12 Q. And, you'll see, because she makes a reference to a

13 question that I asked her about the discrepancies

14 there.  And, she's indicated that, if you go down  the

15 middle of this first page, one of her employees i s

16 saying that "there were approximately 764 violati ons

17 for which NOVs were sent for violations in 2011 a t

18 community water systems."  And, so, I take it to mean,

19 and let me know if you agree, that there are 764 for

20 community systems, and then a much greater number  for

21 the non-communities?

22 A. That does appear to be the case, yes.

23 Q. Uh-huh.  But, so -- but, looking at this data, if you

24 were to take the 764 number, and apply that to th e
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 1 total number of systems that are shown in LRW 25 and

 2 24, which is 706 systems in New Hampshire, you're

 3 looking at a violation rate of greater than one p er

 4 system per year?

 5 A. For 2011, yes.

 6 Q. In forming your testimony about the Company's a ccess to

 7 capital, did you review improvements that the Com pany

 8 has made since the Settlement Agreement was enter ed

 9 into?

10 A. The Settlement Agreement in 07-105?

11 Q. Yes.

12 A. In preparing my testimony, I reviewed all of th e

13 materials that had been generated in the docket, and in

14 the related dockets, including the minutes of the

15 monitoring meetings and so forth.

16 Q. Uh-huh.  But the monitoring minutes -- meetings  ended

17 sometime ago, in 2010.  Did you ever undertake a review

18 of the capital improvements the Company has made in the

19 last several years, since those, well, really sin ce

20 this rate case was filed?

21 A. Certainly.

22 MS. THUNBERG:  Just a minute, Mr.

23 Naylor.  I'd like to just object to the frame of the

24 question, because it's interspersing a fact that' s not
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 1 established in the record.  Mr. Richardson is sta ting that

 2 "the monitoring meetings have ended", when I beli eve

 3 filings in the docketbook state that they would b e

 4 subsumed into the rate case and technical session s

 5 therein.  So, I guess I ask for a rephrasing of t he

 6 question.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Richardson.

 8 MR. RICHARDSON:  I honestly don't want

 9 to argue the point.  But the Settlement Agreement  approved

10 by the Commission said they would last for two ye ars, and

11 they were extended on a voluntary basis.  And, th en, they

12 were, I guess, "subsumed", was the word, into the  rate

13 case.  But that really wasn't my intent.  So, why  don't I

14 withdraw the question and rephrase it.

15 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

16 Q. In preparing your testimony, did you review the

17 improvements that the Company has made in the las t

18 three years to its water system, capital improvem ents?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. Okay.  Well, I'd like to show you a list, if we  can? 

21 MR. RICHARDSON:  And, we're at "LRW 27"

22 now.

23 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Twenty-eight.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Twenty-eight.
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 1 MR. RICHARDSON:  Twenty-eight, excuse

 2 me.  I'm trying to go really fast, so we get out of here.

 3 (Mr. Mason distributing documents.)  

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Richardson,

 5 before you get going, we're marking for identific ation

 6 Exhibit 28.  

 7 (The document, as described, was 

 8 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 28 for 

 9 identification.) 

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  If you can describe

11 where it comes from and who produced it?

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  Sure.  I'll represent

13 to you that the Company prepared for me a list of

14 improvements its made by system during the period  from

15 2009, the test year, through to the present.  And , I guess

16 what I'd like to ask the witness is, is if he's - - if

17 these are the improvements that he would have rev iewed in

18 preparing his testimony.

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, can I just,

20 before we go into this, is this something that's been

21 shared with the parties before this moment?

22 MS. THUNBERG:  No.

23 MS. HOLLENBERG:  No.

24 MR. SPEIDEL:  No.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Is this -- it looks

 2 to me effectively like more direct testimony from  Mr.

 3 Mason.  So, I guess I'll allow you a couple of qu ick

 4 questions to Mr. Naylor, but he can't speak to wh at the

 5 Company has been doing and not doing.  He can spe ak to his

 6 knowledge, and that's fair.  But it's not --

 7 MR. RICHARDSON:  Understood.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Excuse me.  This is

 9 not a time to begin the case anew with new direct

10 testimony from Mr. Mason.  So, with that caveat, do you

11 have questions for Mr. Naylor on this?

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  Understood.  

13 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

14 Q. And, Mr. Naylor, with the understanding that yo u don't

15 have the opportunity to review all this in front of

16 you, but it appears to be quite a lengthy list.  And, I

17 guess, is it your understanding that the Company has

18 been continuing to make capital improvements thro ughout

19 the process, I mean, subsequent from 2009 forward  to

20 the present?

21 A. I indicated in my testimony, at the top of Page  3, that

22 the Company had made progress in addressing some of the

23 problems it has had with its water systems.

24 Q. Uh-huh.  But that's in the past tense.  You und erstand
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 1 that the Company is continuing to make improvemen ts to

 2 its system today, right?

 3 A. I believe we had some discussion about that ear lier

 4 this morning, when I was discussing the financial  side

 5 of it, and indicating that the Company, for examp le, as

 6 was testified to earlier in the proceeding, the C ompany

 7 is continuing to comply with the permitting proce ss

 8 with respect to the Mount Roberts well field.  An d, --

 9 Q. Uh-huh.

10 A. But was largely apparently relying on credit to  do

11 that.

12 Q. But, based on the challenges that we know face small

13 water systems, you'd expect there to be a pretty

14 lengthy list for any small water system of things  that

15 have to get done and approved, right?

16 A. Well, that wasn't the case with this company pr ior to

17 2007, 2006.  I think I testified to that in my pr efiled

18 testimony.

19 Q. Understood.  But the issue before the Commissio n is

20 whether to sell the Company today or tomorrow.  I t's

21 not about 2007 at this point.

22 A. Well, I think the point is that the Company was  able to

23 get by for a long period of time when it did not face

24 these kinds of significant capital challenges, if  you
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 1 will.  And, that its financial difficulties, that  have

 2 been discussed earlier, have arisen at a period o f time

 3 when it has had substantial new capital requireme nts.

 4 So, I think that is -- that is the point of my

 5 testimony.

 6 Q. So, setting aside what's shown in LRW Exhibit 2 8, what

 7 conclusions did you reach about the improvements the

 8 Company was making in the present day, before you

 9 prepared your testimony?

10 A. I gave the Company credit for the progress that  it's

11 made.

12 Q. Uh-huh.  Did you have a list similar in length to this

13 one?  Or, how did you evaluate that?

14 A. I've been participating in this docket from the  very

15 beginning.  I participated in all the monitoring

16 meetings, and in discovery in the rate case.  I'm  very

17 aware of how much capital the Company has investe d in

18 the last number of years.  In fact, in my testimo ny I

19 cite to the fact that the Company has increased i ts

20 plant in service by about a million dollars since  the

21 end of 2006.  So, I am very aware of how much cap ital

22 requirements this company has been facing.

23 Q. What's going to happen to that capital if the C ompany

24 gets sold for less than rate base?
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 1 A. Well, we don't know whether it's going to be so ld for

 2 less than rate base.  We don't know --

 3 Q. Uh-huh.  We don't know anything about the price  right

 4 now, do we?

 5 A. No, we don't.  No, we don't.

 6 Q. So, if the Company sold for less than rate base , the

 7 Company presumably wouldn't earn any return, it w ould

 8 lose what it invested?

 9 A. I indicated just a short time ago that I am ver y aware

10 of the potential impact on the shareholders.  But  it's

11 clearly not the role of this Commission to do any thing

12 other than balance the interests of shareholders and

13 customers.

14 Q. Uh-huh.

15 A. The Company has right now a balance of close to  half a

16 million dollars in accounts payable.  There's no way

17 that's ever going to be paid off other than throu gh

18 shareholder equity.  It's either going to come fr om an

19 additional cash infusion or from use of the proce eds of

20 a sale, for example.  So, I'm very aware of the

21 potential impact.  But the customers have a 50 pe rcent

22 weighting, if you will, in the balancing act this

23 Commission must do.  And, after evaluating all of  the

24 data, all the information in this, in these cases , it's
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 1 come --

 2 Q. But --

 3 A. -- my conclusion is that a balancing of the int erests

 4 requires that the Commission direct the Company t o seek

 5 a buyer which has access to reasonably priced cap ital.

 6 Q. But access to capital is only part of the equat ion.

 7 Because, once you have access, and you go through  the

 8 process before the Commission, you ultimately hav e to

 9 pay for that access, don't you?  The customers do ?

10 A. According to traditional rate of return rate se tting,

11 yes.

12 Q. And, that's true -- well, let me give you an ex ample.

13 You participated in the 08-052 docket, right?

14 A. Was that the Pittsfield Aqueduct acquisition of

15 additional water systems?

16 Q. It was the -- it was a rate case for Pittsfield

17 Aqueduct.  And, I remember it well, because I was  in

18 the room for the original hearing, and it was sta nding

19 room only.

20 MR. RICHARDSON:  But let me show you a

21 document.  I guess we're up to LRW Exhibit 29 now , is that

22 correct?

23 (Mr. Mason distributing documents.) 

24 (The document, as described, was 
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 1 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 29 for 

 2 identification.) 

 3 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

 4 Q. And, let's set aside for a second what's on Pag e 1.  I

 5 want you to look at Page 2, because that deals wi th the

 6 North Country system that was part of PAC at the time.

 7 And, let me ask you a question.  I mean, Pittsfie ld

 8 Aqueduct is part of the Pennichuck companies, rig ht?

 9 A. Yes, it is.

10 Q. And, they have a number of engineers that engag e in

11 capital planning for the company, right?

12 A. To my knowledge, yes.

13 Q. Okay.  And, they do a good job at it?

14 A. I think, for the most part, Commission Staff be lieves

15 they do a good job, yes.

16 Q. Uh-huh.  Now, in this case, according to the

17 Commission's order of notice, they were seeking a

18 180 percent, 179.64 percent temporary rate increa se.

19 And, presumably, there was a much higher permanen t rate

20 increase.  Do you remember that case?

21 A. Yes, I remember the case.  I don't recall what the

22 Company's requested permanent rates were but.

23 Q. Uh-huh.

24 A. But the temporary rate request is reflected her e, as
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 1 you pointed out.

 2 Q. But, I mean, that's a pretty -- I mean, that al most

 3 begs the question to me that, despite the best pl anning

 4 in the world, if you're trying to operate a small

 5 system, and you have access to some of the best c apital

 6 and the best terms, you're still going to be faci ng

 7 significant needs for rate increases, in order to

 8 operate a small water company profitably?

 9 A. It depends on the circumstances.  In this parti cular

10 case, Pittsfield Aqueduct purchased the Birch Hil l

11 system in Conway, the Sunrise Estates system in

12 Middleton, and the Locke Lake system in Barnstead .  Two

13 of those systems had a lot of capital needs.  The y had

14 a lot of problems.  The previous ownership did no t have

15 access to enough capital, did not, in my opinion,  have

16 the managerial capability to deal with those syst ems,

17 to improve them.  And, so, yes, when Pittsfield

18 acquired those systems, they needed a lot of work , and

19 still do.

20 Q. Uh-huh.  I'll, just because I realize that the

21 permanent rates aren't in that document, but I'll

22 represent to you that there was a settlement agre ement

23 in that case.  Do you recall that?

24 A. I believe we did present a settlement agreement  to the
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 1 Commission in that case, yes.

 2 Q. Uh-huh.  And, that settlement agreement involve d

 3 transferring some of the assets to Pennichuck Eas t,

 4 right?

 5 A. That's correct.

 6 Q. And, that, let's see, for the Birch Hill custom ers,

 7 there was an increase on the order of magnitude o f

 8 291 percent?  Does that sound right?

 9 A. Is that what the approved permanent rate increa se was

10 or is that what the Company requested?  And, I do n't

11 recall myself.

12 Q. Why don't I do this.  Why don't I show you the

13 document.  I won't mark it for an exhibit.  But, if you

14 could read along with me.  

15 MR. RICHARDSON:  Give that to the other

16 parties, if you will.  It was 18 pages and I was trying to

17 save trees.  Tom will give you a copy.

18 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

19 Q. But I'm looking at Page 6 of this order, and it 's Order

20 Number 25,051.  And, you see that, beginning on P age 4,

21 it talks about a "settling parties" and a "settle ment

22 agreement".  On the bottom of Page 4, it talks ab out a

23 Pittsfield increase of "39.79 percent".  And, the n, if

24 we go over to Page 6, actually, it shows a perman ent
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 1 rate increase of "57.89 percent".  And, then, it talks

 2 about proposed PEU rates for Locke Lake, an incre ase of

 3 "170.57 percent".  And, for Birch Hill,

 4 "291.48 percent".  And, for Sunrise Estates, the other

 5 system, "128.85 percent".

 6 A. I see that.

 7 Q. And, is that consistent with what you recall th e

 8 Commission approved?

 9 A. I believe the Commission approved the Settlemen t

10 Agreement.  So, yes.

11 Q. Uh-huh.  So, Lakes Region, according to your te stimony

12 earlier today, has about 2.5, I believe Staff's

13 testimony shows 2.4 million in rate base.  Does t hat

14 sound about right?

15 A. That's about right.

16 Q. Okay.  We're looking at, I believe, a million d ollars

17 in capital improvements, not including the Mount

18 Roberts property.  Is that what your testimony sa ys?

19 A. I believe it's in excess of $1 million, --

20 Q. Okay.

21 A. -- plus the Mount Roberts property, yes.

22 Q. Yes.  I mean, but, is there any reason to belie ve the

23 Company, you know, couldn't make those types of

24 improvements with a 300 percent rate increase?
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 1 A. Are you talking about a 300 percent rate increa se

 2 before the improvements are done?  I'm not sure w hat

 3 you're basing the question on.

 4 Q. Well, let's assume that the Company came back w ith a

 5 step increase, and came in with its costs, and

 6 presented to the Commission what it needed to do.   It

 7 seems to me the question is not access to capital , but

 8 the ability to pay for that access.  And, wouldn' t a

 9 300 percent step increase, and I'm not suggesting  this

10 is what the Company is going to ask for, but that

11 certainly would provide access to capital, wouldn 't it?

12 A. I don't agree with the premise of your question .

13 Q. Well, -- 

14 A. Rates are set based on historical cost, based o n

15 investment that is in service to customers.

16 Q. Okay.

17 A. Rates do not provide capital for the utility to  make

18 capital improvements, except as its cash flow, th rough

19 depreciation dollars, through its return on equit y

20 might allow it to.

21 Q. So, let's assume then that the Company is sold.   And,

22 let's assume it's sold, just for purposes of keep ing

23 the present rates the same, for a rate base of

24 $2.4 million.  Isn't the buyer, in order to execu te
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 1 those capital improvements, the in excess of

 2 $1.11 million, I mean, that's a, what, a 30 or

 3 40 percent increase in rate base?

 4 A. Yes.  Yes.

 5 Q. And, that's going to require a fairly substanti al

 6 increase in rates?

 7 A. Putting that additional capital into rates is g oing to

 8 result in a rate increase.  There's no question a bout

 9 it.

10 Q. And, if -- how would customers be better off, i f --

11 then, if Lakes Region were, for example, to go ou t and

12 apply for SRF funds and amortize the cost of the note

13 over its life?

14 A. Mr. Richardson, this company had access to $1.5  million

15 in ARRA funds, which had a substantial portion of

16 principal forgiveness, and it elected not to take  those

17 funds.

18 Q. But you understand that the Company was concern ed that

19 the revenues it would receive through rates would n't be

20 sufficient to pay for the note?

21 A. There are other companies smaller than Lakes Re gion

22 that have taken SRF and ARRA funds.

23 Q. That may be the case.  But let's get back to th e key

24 point.  Which is, selling the Company isn't going  to
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 1 avoid what's going to be a significant rate shock ,

 2 whether it's owned by Lakes Region or whether it' s

 3 owned by some other entity?

 4 A. An entity that has access to reasonably priced capital

 5 may end up asking for a smaller rate increase tha n what

 6 Lakes Region would have asked for.

 7 Q. But, apparently, Pennichuck, the smallest rate increase

 8 they were able to ask for, and that the Commissio n

 9 Staff approved, was 291.48 percent for Birch Hill ?  I

10 mean, that --

11 A. How do you know you're comparing apples and app les

12 here?

13 Q. Let's, --

14 A. You don't know.  You don't know.

15 Q. Let's take a look at some of the apples.  Do yo u have

16 LRW Exhibit 6 in front of you?

17 A. I don't believe I do.

18 Q. I think it's Page 32, let me check that, that I  want

19 you to look at.  I'm sorry, it's not 32.  I want you to

20 find the list of systems, that's on Page 20.  You  see

21 there that the Wentworth Cove system was transfer red

22 for a dollar, because the water system didn't pro duce

23 adequate revenues?  Is that your understanding of  how

24 that system was acquired?
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 1 A. I have no idea.  That's something that took pla ce

 2 apparently in 1980.

 3 Q. So, have you ever looked into the history of th e

 4 systems that were acquired?  I mean, Mr. Mason pu t

 5 references to the Commission orders.  Did you eve r --

 6 we know that these are all developer-built system s that

 7 had problems coming in, right?

 8 A. That's my understanding, yes.

 9 Q. Uh-huh.  So, in terms of making an apples-to-ap ples

10 comparison, I think you would agree with me that both

11 Birch Hill and the LRW systems were acquired with

12 significant deficiencies right out of the get-go?

13 A. I'm not sure you can make that kind of "blanket "

14 statement.  I think you have to look at each one

15 individually.  I will agree with you that, in gen eral

16 terms, the systems that Lakes Region acquired wer e

17 developer systems.

18 Q. Uh-huh.  Well, how about the next one on the li st on

19 Page 20, "Waterville Gateway"?  That was purchase d out

20 of a Chapter 11 bankruptcy sale.  Did you know th at?

21 A. I didn't, didn't know that, no.

22 Q. Uh-huh.  The next one down, "Deer Run", it look s like

23 there's a quote from the Commission's order, that

24 "Staff was concerned about [the owners'] ability to
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 1 operate the company."  Did you know that?

 2 A. I see it here.

 3 Q. Okay.  The Echo Lake and Woodland Grove, appare ntly the

 4 Commission's order said "LRW has better financial ,

 5 managerial, and technical expertise than Demers",  who I

 6 assume was the owner at the time?

 7 A. Yes.  I see that.  Yes, that's 1991.

 8 Q. I mean, it seems to me that a big part of evalu ating

 9 the job that Lakes Region is doing comes down to

10 understanding the systems that they're trying to

11 operate, right?

12 A. Of course.  I've taken that into consideration.

13 Q. And, I mean, the fact that -- the fact that we don't

14 have customers that are in the hospital for bacte ria

15 violations is a significant thing, isn't it?

16 A. No, I don't agree with that.

17 Q. Well, let me rephrase the question.  Lakes Regi on Water

18 has provided a benefit to the public by taking sy stems

19 that the prior owners were unable to operate, and

20 consolidating their operations with its team, and  now

21 it's -- and now it's providing a benefit today of

22 trying to keep these systems in compliance?

23 A. I recognized in my testimony that the Company o perated

24 quite successfully for a number of years.
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 1 Q. So, let's --

 2 A. The Commission has made findings, when it has a pproved

 3 the Company's acquisition of new systems, up to, I

 4 believe, 2005.

 5 Q. So, let's go back to the point then that, if al l these

 6 systems have significant capital needs, and we se ll

 7 Lakes Region Water Company to a new buyer, we're

 8 looking at pouring in 1 or $2 million, that's goi ng to

 9 close to double the Company's rate base, right?

10 A. I don't see that as a reason to say "well, the Company

11 shouldn't be sold."

12 Q. But --

13 A. I mean, any potential buyer will need to reques t

14 approval from this Commission to purchase these

15 systems.

16 Q. Uh-huh.  

17 A. And, will need to demonstrate that it has the r equisite

18 capabilities to own and operate public utilities.

19 Q. Sure.  But, I guess my question is, is why woul dn't you

20 look at ways to, for example, extend the SRF loan s for

21 30 years, as one possibility, that might enable L akes

22 Region Water to make improvements and to run the system

23 effectively, as I think it's doing today?

24 A. You know there's no guarantee that the Company will
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 1 qualify for SRF loans.  The projects are ranked b y DES

 2 according to need.  And, the Company may submit

 3 applications for SRF money and not qualify for it .

 4 It's not something that can be counted on as a

 5 certainty.

 6 Q. Right.  But it's also not certain that, in fact , we can

 7 almost guarantee that, if a buyer were to come in  and

 8 invest the type of capital that you're talking ab out,

 9 the Company's rates would go from under $500 per

10 customer per year, to something considerably high er?

11 A. I think I conceded that, in either scenario, ra tes

12 would have to go up.  The question is, "who has a ccess

13 to capital and who has access to reasonably price d

14 capital?"

15 Q. Uh-huh.  But, if the Company is able to continu e to

16 keep these systems, for the most part, obviously,  not

17 perfectly, in compliance with drinking water

18 requirements, shouldn't the Commission consider t hat

19 before it decides to pass this off onto a larger

20 utility that's going to spend a lot of money to b ring

21 these up to code, but it's going to dramatically

22 increase the cost?

23 A. I think the Commission needs to take everything  into

24 consideration, with respect to the future of thes e
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 1 water systems, and the health and safety of the

 2 customers, and the reliability of their service.

 3 Q. You were asked by Attorney Patch about trucking  from, I

 4 believe, the Paradise Shores system to another sy stem,

 5 which I'll represent to you was Hidden Valley.  D o you

 6 recall that?

 7 A. Yes, I do.

 8 Q. Do you know how long it's been since the Compan y last

 9 did any trucking of that nature?

10 A. I couldn't tell you as I sit here, no.

11 Q. So, it might have been several years now?

12 A. I don't know.

13 Q. Okay.  All right.  You state in your testimony,  "There

14 has not been any discovery...as the parties...hav e been

15 engaged in review of the Company's...rate case."  I'm

16 looking at Page 1, Line 16.  My question is, is w hy

17 couldn't you have submitted discovery in the rate  case

18 about any issue you were concerned with?

19 A. I'm not sure you're reading my testimony correc tly.  I

20 think I'm making the point here that we are looki ng at

21 filing testimony in the 07-105 docket, in advance  of a

22 anticipated hearing date.  And, I'm indicating th at

23 "there has not been any discovery with respect to  the

24 matters raised in this docket", which is 07-105, "for
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 1 any considerable length of time, as the parties t o this

 2 docket have been engaged in a review of the Compa ny's

 3 current rate case."

 4 Q. But my question is a simple one, though.  Why c ouldn't

 5 Staff or why couldn't you have submitted discover y,

 6 data requests, on any issue as part of the rate c ase?

 7 If we've subsumed the quarterly meetings into the  rate

 8 case, was there anything that prevented you from asking

 9 questions about the Company's service?

10 A. There was nothing preventing me from asking the  Company

11 about any aspect of its service.  I did so in man y

12 different ways, through technical sessions and ot her

13 meetings, discovery.  I don't believe that I was

14 lacking any information I needed when I filed thi s

15 testimony.

16 MR. RICHARDSON:  I would like just a

17 second, because I may be at a breaking point, or I may

18 even be finished.  I just need to make sure I've --

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.  Take

20 your time.

21 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

22 Q. Do you recall being asked -- or, excuse me, you  were

23 not asked.  Do you recall, I believe on Day 1 of the

24 hearing, it was either you -- it was either Tom M ason
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 1 or Mr. St. Cyr, was asked about some missing depo sits?

 2 A. I do remember that, yes.

 3 Q. What was the reason behind those questions, in your

 4 mind?

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Can you -- I don't

 6 recall, who was asking the question?

 7 MR. RICHARDSON:  I believe it was

 8 Attorney Thunberg asked questions of Mr. Mason --

 9 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.

10 MR. RICHARDSON:  -- about money that --

11 deposits that were missing --

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.

13 MR. RICHARDSON:  -- as a result of the

14 Staff audit.

15 BY THE WITNESS: 

16 A. What was the reason for the question?

17 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

18 Q. Uh-huh.

19 A. I would guess that the reason for the question was to

20 determine if the matter had been resolved.

21 Q. Uh-huh.  And, the matter had been resolved, rig ht?

22 A. I recall the testimony indicating that the depo sit was

23 received by the bank, and that it apparently had been

24 misapplied to the wrong account, or something sim ilar
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 1 to that.

 2 Q. All right.  Let me --

 3 MR. RICHARDSON:  I really just want to

 4 clarify the record on this point.  So, Tom, could  you

 5 distribute those please.

 6 MR. MASON:  Sure.

 7 (Mr. Mason distributing documents.) 

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, what is

 9 unclear?

10 MR. RICHARDSON:  What I'd like --

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'm asking an offer

12 of proof from you.  

13 MR. RICHARDSON:  Okay.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  What is unclear that

15 needs to be clarified, as you say?

16 MR. RICHARDSON:  Well, at the time Mr.

17 Mason was asked about this issue, the deposits ha d been --

18 the Staff audit -- the Audit Staff had already re solved

19 the issue, but that the resolution came after the  audit

20 report.  So that the audit report that the Compan y has

21 doesn't reflect what's in this e-mail.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Why didn't you put

23 that in as part of your redirect of Mr. Mason?

24 MR. RICHARDSON:  I believe I asked him
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 1 if it had been resolved, although I can't remembe r, that

 2 was two or three weeks ago.  And, I was subsequen tly

 3 provided an e-mail from Staff, saying the issue h as been

 4 resolved.  And, so, I thought it would be appropr iate,

 5 since it was a Staff Advocate question, to point out that

 6 the issue has been, in fact, resolved.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Is there any

 8 objection?

 9 MS. THUNBERG:  I would just like to

10 comment that the scope of the question or the rea son for

11 the question was, as I recall, and not having the

12 transcript here, was to see if there were -- if t he issue

13 not only was resolved, but were there processes i n place

14 to prohibit -- prevent it from occurring in the f uture.

15 And, the testimony, as I recall, from Mr. Mason, was that

16 "yes, it was resolved" and "yes, it hadn't reoccu rred."

17 So, thus, I concluded there were processes in pla ce to

18 prevent it from reoccurring.

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Is there any

20 objection to this coming in as an exhibit, at lea st being

21 identified, marked for identification?

22 MR. SPEIDEL:  Chairman, if we may have

23 this identified as an exhibit for informational p urposes,

24 because Staff would like to independently verify with
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 1 Audit Staff that, indeed, it is satisfied with th e

 2 resolution of this issue.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  And,

 4 there's no other objection to it coming in, at le ast being

 5 marked for identification?

 6 MS. HOLLENBERG:  No.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  So, that

 8 will be "LRW 30".

 9 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Thirty.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

11 (The document, as described, was 

12 herewith marked as Exhibit LRW 30 for 

13 identification.) 

14 BY MR. RICHARDSON: 

15 Q. Let me know when you've had a chance to review the

16 document please.

17 A. Okay.

18 Q. So, do you see where it says, in the penultimat e

19 paragraph, "PUC Audit has researched the above mo st

20 recent Company information and confirms that [the ]

21 Account 506709047" -- sorry, Steve -- "does inclu de the

22 above debit and offsetting credit entries.  There fore

23 we agree that no adjustment needs to be made to t he

24 LRWC rate filing"?
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 1 A. I do see that.

 2 Q. And, then, in the paragraph below, it explains that the

 3 -- because this is after the audit report, that A udit

 4 Staff would not be going back to revise it, but b e

 5 providing this e-mail?

 6 A. I see that, yes.

 7 Q. Yes.  And, is that your understanding of how th at issue

 8 was resolved?

 9 A. I have no reason to quarrel with this.  I don't  recall

10 seeing it.  But the fact that the Audit Staff was  able

11 to resolve it is fine.

12 MR. RICHARDSON:  Okay.  I'm too cowardly

13 to say that "I have no further questions".  Becau se I'm

14 convinced, at the moment I do, I'll remember some thing

15 else.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's all right.

17 Take your time and take a look at what you need t o look

18 at.

19 MR. RICHARDSON:  I'm going to go ahead

20 and say it anyways.  That's it.  Thank you.  That 's fine.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, did anything

22 occur to you now?

23 MS. HOLLENBERG:  It will.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank
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 1 you.  Mr. Speidel.

 2 MR. SPEIDEL:  Well, I've just had a

 3 brief discussion with Attorney Thunberg regarding  the

 4 authentication or the integration of this new inf ormation

 5 into the record.  I personally have never seen th is e-mail

 6 referred to by Mr. Richardson.  I do see that the re's a

 7 list of recipients that includes Mr. Naylor, Mr. Laflamme,

 8 and Mr. Roberge, and Mr. St. Cyr.

 9 I think, if there is -- if we can get an

10 acclamation here in the hearing room that this wo uld be an

11 acceptable expression of Audit Staff's point of v iew on

12 this point, I would also be satisfied that this c an be

13 entered into as an exhibit and noticed.  It's jus t that

14 Staff -- I personally haven't spoken to Mr. Hodgd on about

15 this issue.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, what I'm

17 finding odd about this is I thought this was an i ssue that

18 wasn't in controversy anyway.  And, so, that we'r e tying

19 up in knots over confirming something that my rec ollection

20 was wasn't needing confirming.  But maybe I misse d

21 something.

22 MR. RICHARDSON:  I was simply trying to

23 close the loop on an issue that I was not clear m yself if

24 it had been resolved.  Obviously, Mr. Mason was
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 1 cross-examined.  I redirected him, and he offered  his

 2 opinion that it had been resolved.  And, I felt i t was

 3 important to show that the Company had a basis fo r

 4 believing that.  And, then, obviously, the choice  would

 5 have been, you know, tracking down the e-mail dur ing the

 6 hearing, which I'm not even sure we were sure exi sted at

 7 that point, or recalling Mr. Mason or using it in  this

 8 manner.  So, that was -- I opted for the latter, just for

 9 the sake of speed and clarity.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Well,

11 for the sake of moving us on, because we are goin g to

12 finish this case today.  Ms. Moran, you're here i n the

13 hearing room.  Are you aware of the issue of the deposits

14 from the audit, and whether that issue has been r esolved?  

15 MS. MORAN:  Unfortunately, I didn't work

16 on that portion of the audit.  So, I can't speak to it.

17 And, Stu Hodgdon, the Chief Auditor, is not here today.

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Let's do

19 this.  Let's reserve a record request for a state ment from

20 Mr. Hodgdon as to the status of this issue.  I as sume he

21 would say "yes, that's my e-mail, and I'm good wi th what I

22 said in the e-mail in March of 2011."  But, if th ere's any

23 uncertainty about that, let's resolve it that way .  So,

24 Record Request 7?
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 1 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Correct.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Would be a statement

 3 to the file from Stu Hodgdon of the PUC's Audit D ivision,

 4 confirming or stating otherwise regarding this LR  Exhibit

 5 30 e-mail, purportedly from him, March 2nd, 2011.

 6 (Record Request 7 reserved.) 

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Speidel, do you

 8 have other questions?

 9 MR. SPEIDEL:  Of Mr. Naylor?

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Yes.  

11 MR. SPEIDEL:  Yes.  I have a couple of

12 brief questions.

13 BY MR. SPEIDEL: 

14 Q. Mr. Naylor, you have available LRW Exhibit 22, this

15 ditto of Section 374:47-a of the RSA statutes?

16 A. Yes, I do.

17 Q. Excellent.  Thank you.  And, you are, in fact, the most

18 senior Staff person responsible for oversight and

19 regulation of water utilities, is that correct?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. So, you have some working knowledge of a number  of

22 Commission procedures and precedent?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. Okay.  And, in terms of what you know of that
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 1 procedural and precedential history, is it fair t o say

 2 that, aside from Staff making a recommendation fo r

 3 receivership, the Commission may, on its own, com e to

 4 that conclusion of receivership being advisable?

 5 A. I believe that is the case.

 6 MR. SPEIDEL:  Thank you.  I have no

 7 further questions.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 9 Commissioner Harrington.

10 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  I guess it's

11 "good afternoon" now.  I'll apologize in advance,  my

12 questions will tend to jump around a little bit, because

13 that's just the way they got written down.

14 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

15 Q. Let me just try to start with maybe what I'm

16 interpreting is kind of a summary of your testimo ny,

17 Mr. Naylor.  It seems to me the situation is, the

18 Company can't borrow money at a reasonable rate t o make

19 capital improvements, so it can't get the improve ments

20 into rate base, so it cannot get rate increases.  Is

21 that kind of where we're at?

22 A. Yes, I think that's accurate.  It really is a

23 cornerstone of the utility's operations to have a ccess

24 to capital to make investments into its system.  So
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 1 really, the issue of rate increases really isn't

 2 forefront here.  It's a question of the access to

 3 reasonably priced capital for making the investme nts

 4 that are needed.

 5 Q. Okay.  Well, just to follow up on that, because  this is

 6 where I get a little confused.  LRW Exhibit 28, w hich

 7 is that new chart thing that just showed up today ?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. And, I just took a quick look through this.  Lo oking

10 only at "year completed 2009" and "2010", and the re is

11 a substantial amount of things that were listed h ere,

12 I'm not going to read them all.  But there's, you  know,

13 "entire street in Paradise Shores water system re placed

14 with new 2-inch PVC water main", there's "variabl e

15 frequency drive pumps" or motors being put in, "n ew

16 booster pump has been installed", "all three well s have

17 new pumps installed", "new storage tank", "four b ooster

18 pumps", and etcetera, etcetera.  These are all from

19 2009 and 2010.  Where did they get the money to p ay for

20 those?  And, are those improvements, the 2009/201 0, in

21 the present rate base?  Are they collecting money  on

22 those?

23 A. I believe most of the Company's capital improve ments in

24 the last three to four years have been financed w ith
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 1 shareholder equity infusions.  I believe the

 2 shareholders have put in additional capital, some where

 3 in the $700,000 range, 7 to $800,000, in the last

 4 several years.  I do not believe the Company, exc ept

 5 for some small loans related to vehicles or somet hing

 6 that are the subject of Docket 11-021, I believe it is,

 7 has acquired new debt financing.  I believe it's mostly

 8 through equity from the shareholders.  And, certa inly,

 9 an extension of credit from its affiliate, LRW Wa ter

10 Services, and from vendors, who are owed accounts

11 payable, as we heard about earlier in the proceed ing.

12 Q. Now, would these -- so, they borrowed, they got  the

13 money mostly from the shareholders in the form of  loans

14 or in the form of equity.  And, are these, the 20 00 --

15 the ones that have been completed in year 2009/20 10,

16 would they be in the present rate base?  Are they

17 collecting returns on that investment?

18 A. The Company's rates, let's see, the Company's r ate case

19 that is the subject of this -- part of the subjec t of

20 this hearing, is based on a 2009 test year.

21 Q. And, excuse me, just so I got that.  That's the  rates

22 we're looking at approving in this proceeding.  I 'm

23 talking about the present rates that they're coll ecting

24 today.
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 1 A. Right.  Correct.  The Company's present rates w ould

 2 have been set in its 2005 rate case.  Subject to check,

 3 I believe that would have been a 2004 test year.  And,

 4 in addition to that, the Company had three step

 5 adjustments approved by this Commission in Docket

 6 08-070.  And, it has currently in effect temporar y

 7 rates approved in this current rate case, I belie ve for

 8 effect in September of 2011, or '10.  I'm not sur e.

 9 It's been a while.  So, it's a combination of

10 Commission approvals, which lead to what rates th e

11 Company is charging now.

12 Q. But, for the most part, that you said was aroun d a

13 $700,000 capital investment, is not being reflect ed in

14 the present rates?

15 A. A certain portion of it probably is.  And, I sa y that

16 because of the step adjustments approved in 08-07 0.

17 And, certainly, the 18 or so percent increase app roved

18 for temporary rates in this case, you could say w ould

19 reflect some of the capital as well.

20 Q. Okay.  All right.  Just give me one second here .  Okay.

21 Again, this is another one, a conclusion I think I'm

22 drawing, I want to make sure you agree with it.

23 Whatever path is selected, whether it be receiver ship,

24 sale, continued operation by the Lakes Region Wat er
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 1 Company, it will involve substantial and multiple  rate

 2 increases?  Do you consider that an accurate stat ement?

 3 A. I think it's generally accurate.  You know, I t hink the

 4 testimony has been pretty clear, from all of the

 5 witnesses so far, that the Company is looking at more

 6 than a million dollars in additional new capital going

 7 forward from here.  And that, at some point, has to be

 8 reflected in rates.

 9 Q. Okay.  There was a lot of questions and a lot o f

10 exhibits on the status of small water companies a nd the

11 fact that most violations or concerns are found i n

12 small water companies, not larger.  If you had th e same

13 concern with every other small water utility in N ew

14 Hampshire that you have with Lakes Region, would that

15 lessen your concerns with the Lakes Region Compan y,

16 just because everybody else had similar problems?

17 A. Well, I guess, you know, in hypothetical, I gue ss it

18 probably would.  But, you know, this company has,  and I

19 think we've recognized it, this company has had s ome

20 very unique challenges.  In that it was able to o perate

21 for many, many years without substantial capital needs.

22 We've taken a look at it.  We have seen what the level

23 of investment the Company needed on an ongoing ba sis.

24 And, it really started to ramp up in the 2006, 20 07
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 1 years.  And, of course, you're looking at, as

 2 Mr. Richardson has pointed out, you're looking at

 3 originally developer-built systems, not always

 4 engineered from the beginning, not always using t he

 5 best materials.  And, so, a lot of them are start ing to

 6 fail, you know, 30 and 40 years in.  And, so, the

 7 Company has been hit with a lot of requirements.

 8 Q. And, again, on this idea of the violations from  other

 9 companies and so forth, are you aware of any othe r

10 water utilities with recent felony convictions?

11 A. I am not.

12 Q. And, getting back to LRW Exhibit 28, which is t his

13 chart again, it seems to list, starting from 2009 ,

14 going to 2012, a great deal of capital improvemen t

15 projects, replacements of equipment, rebuilding,

16 etcetera, etcetera, throughout the whole system.  With

17 regard to that, you had these meetings were going  on,

18 the quarterly meetings that were required by the

19 Settlement Agreement, and then you've had technic al

20 sessions when those meetings stopped.  Have you e ver

21 seen a master plan and schedule, including a cash  flow

22 analysis, for all these various projects, where i t was

23 laid out so they could, you know, allocate resour ces

24 and allocate cash flow, to make sure they could p ay
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 1 their bills, etcetera, associated with these many, many

 2 projects that were ongoing?

 3 A. It's just been the last couple of years that we  have

 4 seen those type of materials.  And, I will say th at

 5 it's been primarily at the urging of the Staff an d the

 6 Consumer Advocate that those materials were gener ated.

 7 I think, if you look at the reports of the monito ring

 8 meetings, which began in 2008, and all of those a re

 9 filed in the docket with the Commission in 07-105 , the

10 subject of a construction budget was raised.  And , I

11 believe a couple of times, probably as late as De cember

12 of 2008, we were still looking for construction

13 budgets.  So, it has been something that we've

14 requested.  And, in the last couple of years, the

15 Company has provided them for us to look at, as p art of

16 our overall review of the Company.

17 Q. Now, assuming just for one second we just step aside

18 from the availability of capital, because, obviou sly,

19 that's a huge question.  But, assuming there was access

20 to capital, do you think that their present plann ing

21 process for laying out construction schedules,

22 addressing cash flow, scheduling of resources, is

23 adequate as presently being practiced by the Comp any?

24 A. Oh, I think so.  I think the Company has made - - has
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 1 made good progress.  It has been -- I think we've

 2 clearly acknowledged this and given them credit f or the

 3 work that's been done.  And, I think they have do ne --

 4 they have done a lot of the work that we expected  them

 5 to do, and they certainly have developed a more

 6 coherent process, I guess you would say, for deal ing

 7 with capital improvements.

 8 As I indicated in my testimony, I still

 9 have concerns about the Company's process for, yo u

10 know, integrating those capital improvements into

11 rates.  And, as I indicated in testimony, I have

12 encouraged the Company prior to this to consider a

13 business manager position in the Company that wou ld

14 help with the capital planning, help with cash fl ow

15 analysis, help with preparation of rate relief, w hen it

16 was appropriate.  I still have concerns along tha t

17 line.  I don't think the process the Company has been

18 using is efficient.

19 Q. And, maybe you've kind of answered my next ques tion,

20 which is, do you feel that they should have been

21 requesting more rate cases before this?

22 A. It's really the only way that the Company can m aintain

23 its financial health, -- 

24 Q. Excuse me.
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 1 A. -- when it's faced with the level of capital

 2 improvements that it's been faced with.

 3 Q. Okay.  Getting back to the kind of jumping arou nd part

 4 here, so, bear with me please.  You said they nee ded at

 5 least a million dollars in capital, or maybe a li ttle

 6 bit more than that.  Now, is this due to a previo us

 7 lack of investment or is just sort of a normal

 8 expectation or -- at the aging of these systems?

 9 A. I think it's the latter, far more than it is th e

10 former.

11 Q. Okay.  And, this was addressed before, and so y ou just

12 please give it a short answer, because I wasn't q uite

13 sure.  There are some unmetered customers in the

14 system.  Should all customers be metered in a sys tem

15 like this?

16 A. The Commission's administrative rules require t hat

17 water service be provided on a metered basis.  An d, it

18 has been a topic of discussion in prior proceedin gs.

19 The Commission, at one point, and I'm not sure if  it

20 was the '05 rate case, or exactly when it was, th e

21 Commission did provide the Company an opportunity  to

22 file for a step adjustment, after completed meter ing

23 projects.  But other capital needs have since

24 intervened and --
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 1 Q. So, there is -- the Commission has made them aw are

 2 that, if they were to put in meters of all their

 3 customers, they could file for a step increase an d

 4 expect a reasonable return on that?

 5 A. I believe the Company was given a certain perio d of

 6 time, and I couldn't venture to guess.  It's in a

 7 Commission order.

 8 Q. Okay.

 9 A. And, it gave it a certain number of months or s o to

10 complete metering and file for a step increase.

11 Q. Changing the subject completely again, there wa s a lot

12 of discussion on "unaccounted for water" or "lost

13 water".  And, it seems as if there's -- that vari ous

14 figures were put out in different parts of the sy stem.

15 But it was a substantial amount of water.  Has th e

16 Staff engaged in any discussions with the Company  on

17 how much this is affecting their, you know, reven ue

18 basis and what can be done to, you know, stop los ing

19 all this water?

20 A. Yes.  I think we've had discussions about it.  Keep in

21 mind, they have 17 separate systems, and scattere d

22 around a whole number -- different number of

23 communities.  So, the problem may be greater in o ne

24 system than it is in another.  I think the testim ony
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 1 earlier was with respect to the Paradise Shore sy stem

 2 or the Balmoral system that's been discussed.  It  has

 3 been a topic of conversation between the Company and

 4 the parties to these dockets.  I know it's someth ing

 5 that DES pays a lot of attention to.  And, I beli eve

 6 that DES has a -- I believe it's a 15 percent

 7 threshold.  And, I don't know if that comes from their

 8 administrative rules or not.  But, typically, wit h

 9 systems that have water loss less than 15 percent ,

10 there's not as much concern.  Greater than 15 per cent,

11 I believe DES pushes the companies to start to ta ke

12 steps to mitigate water loss.  Whether that's thr ough a

13 leak detection program or some other way.

14 Typically, when you have water loss,

15 you're incurring additional variable costs.  Chem icals,

16 pumping costs, electric bills, that's primarily t he

17 cost of unaccounted for water or lost water.

18 Q. Well, in the case of this utility, though, if w e're

19 talking about, because of its unique load profile , if

20 you will, that it's a very high demand for a very  short

21 period of time in the summer months, loss of wate r

22 would seem to be also adding to capital costs.  I n

23 other words, they're expanding the capacity of th e

24 system to account not only for the high usage dur ing
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 1 the July 4th Week, but also to account for the lo ss

 2 during July 4th Week.

 3 A. I agree.

 4 Q. And, is their loss factor large enough so that it could

 5 reduce some future capital improvements that othe rwise

 6 would be needed?

 7 A. Yes.  I mean, that's a good question, and I rea lly

 8 don't know the answer to that.

 9 Q. Okay.

10 A. But, certainly, it is a factor, particularly wh en you

11 have very high seasonal demand.

12 Q. And, in going on that one, it was stated earlie r, I'm

13 not quite sure by who, but someone for the Compan y,

14 said that their -- the average bill was, for thei r

15 metered customers, was $490 a year.  And, $440 of  that

16 was made up in, basically, a flat rate charge of $110 a

17 quarter, which meant their volumetric base charge  is

18 $50 a year.  So, having said that, with the fact that

19 they have a high seasonal demand, that peaks in a  very

20 short period of time, would looking at a differen t rate

21 structure for this utility make sense, i.e., char ging

22 different amounts for a gallon of water, dependin g on

23 the time of the year?

24 A. You would need the proper data to make that, th at type
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 1 of analysis, and, you know, to work your way towa rds

 2 rates that would be based on peak usage.  And, of

 3 course, you need all the systems to be metered, s o that

 4 all the customers have metered data.  But it's a

 5 problem the Commission has struggled with for a l ong,

 6 long time.  When you have systems that have a hig h

 7 percentage of seasonal customers, you need to mak e some

 8 kind of a balancing act, between the impact on

 9 year-round customers, if you have a high volumetr ic

10 rate; the impact on the seasonal customers, if yo u have

11 a high fixed portion of the rate.  And, so, that' s the

12 balancing that we need to do.

13 Q. But are you aware of any utilities that use a v ariable

14 time-of-year rate?  In other words, in July, they 're

15 charging more for water than they are in November ?

16 A. No.  No.

17 Q. But would you consider that a possibility to be  looked

18 at?

19 A. Yes.  I know we've had some internal discussion s about

20 it.

21 Q. Okay.  

22 A. The Aquarion system, in Hampton, is one of the systems

23 that we've had some discussions about with the co mpany,

24 because of their high seasonal usage.  But you ne ed a
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 1 lot of data to set those rates correctly.

 2 Q. Okay.  Well, that addresses my question.  Thank  you.

 3 And, just kind of looking at, trying to wrap up h ere,

 4 overall, it sounds as if, if we go back through t he

 5 historical record documents here where they have shown

 6 acquisitions of different systems over time, some  of

 7 which was at the encouragement of the Commission.   And,

 8 it appears, I have the impression that the Lakes Region

 9 Water Company was a smaller, fairly well-run comp any,

10 that sort of outgrew its management, its ability to

11 manage the larger system.  Or, it seems like most  of

12 the problems it's encountered have been over the last

13 three or four years.  Just simply due to the agin g of

14 the system or due to a lack of management experti se to

15 address those concerns?

16 A. Well, I think it's largely the impact of the fa iling

17 systems, and the fact that some of these develope r

18 systems have sort of reached their, you know, the  end

19 of their useful life.  And, they have seen some o f

20 their well yields declining and so forth, and the  need

21 for upgrades.  Certainly, the Company has been, a s all

22 the water companies, have been hit with additiona l new

23 requirements in the Safe Drinking Water Act.  And ,

24 also, I think, you know, Mr. Mason's -- Mr. Mason , Sr.,
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 1 who was reaching a point where he was struggling to, I

 2 think, run the Company, and he started to have so me

 3 difficulties, physical difficulties and so forth.   And,

 4 so, the Company had a transition of management as  well,

 5 which I think has been -- has been difficult for the

 6 Company and kind of set things back to some exten t.

 7 Q. But, as you said earlier, it sounds as if the

 8 management, at least at the prompting of Staff, h as

 9 improved their planning process, has a much bette r plan

10 for how they're going to go down the road.  But t he

11 biggest single issue appears to be lack of access  to

12 reasonably priced capital?

13 A. Yes.  Yes.

14 Q. And, under the present management structure, do  you see

15 anyway that can be resolved?

16 A. I, to be honest with you, I think if the Compan y had a

17 plan for access to reasonably priced capital, it would

18 have provided one in its reply testimony, I mean,  --

19 Q. So, I --

20 A. -- I don't think this company is bankable, in l ooking

21 at their financial statements.

22 Q. So, simply coming up with a much improved plan for

23 going forward, as far as cash flow, capital

24 improvements, administrative schedule, all that s tuff,
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 1 that, in itself, is not going to be sufficient, i n your

 2 opinion, to allow them access to reasonably price d

 3 capital?

 4 A. Unless they can demonstrate, and I think I said  this in

 5 my testimony, unless the Company is able to demon strate

 6 that they have access to capital, that they can a cquire

 7 reasonably priced capital, my recommendation is w hat it

 8 is.

 9 Q. Okay.  And, one last question then.  Given that  this

10 company, up until at least three or four years ag o, was

11 sort of the "rescue company", if you will, for sm all

12 water companies in the Lakes Region, in that they

13 brought in additional small water companies into their

14 system, is it realistic to think that there's any body

15 out there that's going to rescue them?  Or, is th at a

16 viable option, putting them up for sale and think ing

17 someone is going to buy it?

18 A. Yes.  Yes.  Yes.  It came to Staff's attention last

19 year that there was at least one utility that was

20 interested.  And, there had been interest express ed

21 prior to that.

22 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.  That's

23 all I had.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Commissioner Scott.
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 1 Off the record.  

 2 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

 3 ensued.) 

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Let's come back at

 5 1:30.  My hope is to go, certainly to finish toda y, and I

 6 think we can do that by normal time.  But, if we have to

 7 stay a bit longer, I think we're going to need to  do it,

 8 because we are not going to come back for a fifth  day.

 9 Ms. Thunberg, you look troubled?

10 MS. THUNBERG:  Only because I need to be

11 out of here at 4:15 for another obligation.

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, I'm sorry

13 about that.

14 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  We are going to

16 finish today.

17 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, let's do what we

19 can to keep it moving.  Thank you.

20 (Whereupon the lunch recess was taken at 

21 12:29 p.m., and the hearing to resume 

22 under separate cover so designated as 

23 "Afternoon Session Only".) 

24
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